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I'm sitting here under a blue sky, listening to the birds

and the wind, just me and my Model 100 Portable Computer.
I can hear a car on the road below me, and above, the faint

roar of a jet too distant to be seen.

What a fine place to write a book. Or for that matter to

figure out last week's expense account. Or to plan my
schedule for the week ahead. It’s a beautiful place to stretch

out, enjoy the sun, and work with this little 4-pound machine.

The Model 100 from Radio Shack is a new breed of

computer. It’s a computer that beckons you to take it in your
hands and use it in your everyday life like no other computer
that has come before. Thus, as you read this book, prepare to

expand your notions of what a computer is and what it can
do for you.

What you’re about to read is an enthusiastic guide on
using the full potential of the Model 100. I’ll tell you how to

start writing with it right away, how to keep track of phone
numbers and appointments, and how to automatically dial

phone numbers and communicate with other computers—all

with the Model 100’s built-in programs. And then we’ll go
deeper, and you’ll learn how to use the Model 100 as a
planning and organizing tool in your work and in your
personal life.

This book is for two kinds of people: those who already
own a Model 100 and those who don’t. If you own a Model
100, this book will help you start using the computer quickly,

plus it will give you a lot of practical information and tips on
going beyond the basics to get the most out of your Model
100. If you’re not yet an owner, this book will help you
imagine what it could do for you. You may want to skip the

step by step instructions for using the Model 100’s programs
until you have one in your hands.



This book is nontechnical. It’s about using this computer
whether or not you’ve ever touched a computer before. The
Model 100 is a lot friendlier than most computers, and I plan

to keep things that way for you.
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Call it a notebook computer. Or a briefcase computer. Or
a lap computer. It’s a computer that you can snatch off your
desktop and take with you anywhere, and in five seconds be
writing a letter with it.

The Model 100 is a breakthrough computer. And what
makes it a breakthrough is its unique combination of porta-

bility, computing power, ease of use, compact size, and rela-

tively low price.

But really, what good is a computer you can tuck under
your arm?

Richard Shaffer, the science and technology editor for

the Wall Street Journal, writes his weekly column on technol-

ogy with his Model 100 when he’s traveling. “Like most
newspaper reporters, I write most of my stuff an hour after

deadline,” says Shaffer. “The Model 100 helps me get my
stuff into the paper. I phone from wherever I happen to be
and just file the copy directly into our communication sys-

tem at the Journal”

Gary Miyakawa is a senior systems consultant for Data-

point Corporation in Atlanta, Georgia, a computer manufac-

turer. Miyakawa has found several uses for his Model 100.

During flights to see clients, he sometimes writes computer
programs to help him diagnose the problems they’re having
with their computers. On the return flights, he often writes

reports of his visits. He uses the Model 100 to keep track of

his plane reservations. He’s also written game programs to

entertain himself when he gets tired of working. “The Model
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The Radio Shack Notebook Computer

100 has been a thorough delight for me,” says Miyakawa.
“It’s just what I was wanting for quite a while.”

Woody Liswood, a management consultant and author in

San Francisco, has used portables like the Osborne. He
bought the Model 100, he says, “because I got tired of carry-

ing 24 pounds through the airport. The model 100 is the ideal

traveling computer.” Among other ways of using it, Liswood
hooks his Model 100 into phone lines for a daily computer
conference with business associates.

Richard Bidleman, a college professor in Berkeley, Cali-

fornia, who has written textbooks about computers, calls the

Model 100 “an absolutely outrageous machine.” Bidleman is

writing a new textbook about computers with his Model 100
while living on a 36-foot sailboat. He goes through a set of

four AA batteries once a week.

Bidleman has been involved with computers for 20 years
and with microcomputers since they hit the market in the
late 70s. He feels that what’s so remarkable about the Model
100 isn’t its portability as much as its ease of operation.

“When people would tell me they wanted to learn about com-
puters, I used to tell them to take a class in computers,”
Bidleman says. “Now if someone says they don’t have the

time for that, I say go out and buy a Model 100.”

In most cases, it’s your ability to write with it and then
to send your writing over phone lines that makes this little

computer so useful. Radio Shack, for example, is setting up
an electronic bulletin board for its sales reps in the field, who
are being equipped with Model 100s. “It’s the classic prob-

lem of having information at the home office and needing to

disseminate it to our sales people around the country,” says
Carroll Reeves, a Radio Shack executive. “The sales reps are

making sales calls during the day, but at night they can call

in to our electronic bulletin board from their home or hotel

room with their Model 100, and get all their memos plus any
new information they need to know.”

John Revelle, who runs a furniture restoration business
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in Rohnert Park, California, keeps track of his customers

with his Model 100. “I used to drag home all kinds of slips of

paper,” Revelle says. “The Model 100 has helped me keep

neater, more accurate records.”

Larry Holmes, president of Holmes Engineering, Inc.,

Murray, Utah, a maker of computer accessories, uses just

about every function of his Model 100. He stores and auto-

matically dials his phone numbers. He writes memos and let-

ters. And he uses the computer’s information organizing

capability to keep track of about 15 products in development

and to help him set priorities on these complex projects.

Personal and Portable Redefined

What makes the Model 100 so useful is that it’s not like

most computers that have existed before. For the past few

years, “personal computer” has meant a computer that fits

on your desk. And that is pretty personal compared to an air-

conditioned room full of humming 8-foot high steel boxes.

What about “portable”? That has generally meant any com-

puter you could carry with one arm (and not necessarily very

far). When you got where you were going, you still had to

plug in the computer to use it.

The Model 100 came along, and these words got rede-

fined. It’s a lot more personal than an IBM PC. You can carry

it into a restaurant in your attache case, slip it out, and write

memos at lunch. And as for portable, how can you compare 4

pounds with 26 pounds (the weight of the Kaypro)?

Let’s take a look at what makes the Model 100 a new
breed of computer—a highly professional tool in a tiny pack-

age. First of all, it’s easier to use than a desktop computer.

That’s because it’s a complete, integrated system—computer
plus software— all packaged in one compact box. In the time

it would take you to turn on a conventional computer and go

through all the motions to begin using a program, you could

have written a memo on the Model 100 and begun printing it
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Figure 1.1: In computers, there’s portable and there’s portable. Which com-
puter would you rather carry ten blocks? The Kaypro (upper photo), weighing

26 pounds? Or the Model 100 (lower photo), weighing 4pounds?
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Computer as Companion

out. Secondly, the computer itself can contain up to 32,768

bytes of memory. What does that mean? A byte is a unit of

memory. Each character you type generally takes one byte to

store. The Model 100, with maximum memory, can store

roughly 18 double-spaced typed pages of your memos, let-

ters, or other written information.

The Model 100 also includes a device that is considered

an accessory for most computers— a modem. With the

modem, you can transmit and receive your letters, memos,

and other information over the phone lines, and you can link

up with information networks like The Source and Compu-

Serve. The potential for computer communications is just

beginning to be glimpsed. Already the modem makes the

portable Model 100 an invaluable tool for business people

who travel.

In addition, the Model 100 features a device that greatly

increases the versatility of the machine: an RS-232 port. RS-

232 is one of the few standards of the microcomputer indus-

try. It lets you connect the Model 100 directly to most

desktop computers—for transmitting information back and

forth—with a standard, inexpensive computer cable.

The Model 100 also has a printer port, for directly con-

necting to a printer, and a cassette recorder port, for storing

and retrieving information from cassettes.

Built-in Software

Any computer is just a mass of steel, plastic, and wires

without programs (also called software). Programs are the

precise, detailed instructions that tell a computer what to do

to serve you in specific ways. On most computers, programs

come on floppy diskettes that you insert into a disk drive. On

the Model 100, five programs come built-in—that is, they’ve

been permanently recorded on a computer chip inside the

machine. The chip is called a ROM chip (Read Only Memory).

And while these programs aren’t as powerful as what you
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can get for a larger desktop computer, Radio Shack is to be
commended for squeezing so much capability into so little
space. What can you do with the programs?

TEXT, the word processing program, lets you write
memos, letters, and reports, then go back and edit them with
the computer, and finally connect a printer to print out perfect
typewritten copies. You can’t do all the things you can do with
a word processor for a larger computer, but you can do a lot.

The appointment organizing program, SCHEDL, lets
you keep track of appointments and phone calls. For exam-
ple, if you want to know all of the meetings you have sched-
uled the next week, you can quickly find out. If you want to
know every phone call and meeting you’ve got planned for
the day, SCHEDL can tell you.

The program called ADDRSS stores phone numbers and
addresses for you to recall instantly. It is combined with
TELCOM, the communications program, to allow you to
automatically dial a friend or business associate and to auto-
matically dial and connect with other computers as well as
with national information services such as The Source.

BASIC is a programming language, which is also perma-
nently stored inside the Model 100. You can use BASIC to
write your own programs, which will let you do more with
your Model 100. If the thought of programming scares you,
you can ignore BASIC for now. If you do get into program-
minS» you 11 find that the version of BASIC that comes with
the Model 100 is actually more mathematically precise than
versions included with many other computers.

What else makes the 100 so useful?

It can run on AC power or on flashlight batteries. Four
alkaline AA cells provide roughly 20 hours of use. The life of
the batteries depends on how much internal memory your
computer contains, how frequently you use it, and how often
you connect accessory devices like a printer or cassette
recorder.
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Computer as Companion

The Model 100 also features a built-in calendar and

clock. These are more than conveniences to show you what

day and what time it is. You can write a program to have the

Model 100 “beep” you with its tone generator to remind you

when you have an appointment, or to have it automatically

dial an information service in order to record information for

you when you’re not around.

The viewing screen and keyboard of this little computer

also are clearly intended for professional use. The screen dis-

plays eight lines in large, easily readable letters. And the

comfortable feel of the keyboard is a typist’s delight—with

the keys placed like those on a standard typewriter. In short,

the Model 100 was designed to compress maximum utility

into the smallest possible package. And it’s clearly a success.

But Will It Fly?

Obviously, one of the best places to use a Model 100 is on

your next 5-hour plane flight. Think of all the work you could

get done. The question is, will the crew on your flight allow it?

Although there is no consistent policy among the air-

lines at this writing, several major airlines have banned the

use of any computers in flight. What’s the concern? Interfer-

ence with the plane’s sensitive navigation instruments

caused by the slight radio frequency emissions that any com-

puter gives off.

In interviewing Model 100 users, I found that most had

met no objections in using the computer in flight. John

Revelle was once initially refused permission by an Eastern

Airlines flight attendant. “Eastern has a very strict policy,”

he says. “Supposedly they don’t even allow calculators. But

even so, after the flight started, a stewardess came back and

said the captain had given permission.”

If you're going to fly with your Model 100, my recom-

mendation is that you phone the airline first. Be sure to tell
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them that the computer has been used on numerous flights
with no problems.

Actually, the main problem with using the Model 100 on
airlines isn t caused by the airlines. It’s caused by other pas-
sengers who are intrigued by the machine. “Occasionally I
get someone sitting next to me so fascinated by the Model
100 that they ask me an hour’s worth of questions and I don’t
get any work done, according to an editor of one major com-
puter publication. “Initially it’s flattering, but after awhile
it gets old.”

Richard Shaffer of the Wall Street Journal says, “You
spend a lot of time demonstrating the machine to people.
You ve got to find ways to make people mind their own
business.”

What the Model 100 Isn’t Good For

I don’t want my enthusiasm for this little computer to
hide the fact that it s not a do-everything computer and that
it’s no replacement for a desktop computer. What do you lose
when you use a computer the size of a telephone book?

First, you lose the ability to run the powerful computer
programs that can be used by desktop microcomputers like
the IBM PC. You’re limited to using the Model 100’s built-in
programs plus a growing body of software being distributed
on cassettes (see Chapter 10). But, for example, no one is
going to make the WordStar program, the best-selling word
processing program for microcomputers, run on the Model
100. The machine would need a lot more memory, as well as
disk drives, to handle this kind of program. The programs for
the Model 100 are essentially junior versions of desktop pro-
grams. And that s not bad if you don’t expect more.

Second, when you run these junior programs, the mem-
ory can limit you. If you use your Model 100 regularly, I
guarantee that you’ll find the memory (even 32K) an incon-
venience sooner or later. Someday you’ll find yourself typing
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along on a letter, when suddenly the computer beeps at you

and the “Memory full” warning appears on the screen. At

that point, you’ll have to stop writing in order to erase one of

your other files or to hook up a cassette recorder and save

one of your other files to make room for your new writing.

A third disadvantage with the Model 100 is that cassette

storage, at best, is slow compared to disk storage. However,

disk drives and other storage devices are in the works as this

is being written.

But then, what do you expect? The strong points of the

Model 100—its portability and ease of use—make it suited

for performing tasks that you simply wouldn’t do with an

IBM PC. These features also make the Model 100 a perfect

field computer that can work as a partner to a desktop busi-

ness microcomputer.

The Unspoken Attraction

If you’re about to plunk down $799 for one of these

things ($999 for the 24K version, roughly $1100 for 32K),

there’s something about the Model 100 that may be hard to

admit. Underneath the professionalism of the Model 100,

and underneath the fact that it probably rates you an invest-

ment tax credit, there’s something else that exerts a strong

pull. It’s incredibly fun to use. In fact, in my opinion, the

Model 100 represents the ultimate adult toy for the Informa-

tion Age.

This is no way belittles the Model 100’s reason for exist-

ing: as a serious tool for business people. For an adult, a tool

virtually becomes a toy when it is used freely and creatively.

And at its best, the Model 100 is certainly a creative tool.

For me, the Model 100 also fulfills a childhood fantasy, a

yearning for a kind of multi-function super machine, com-

pletely portable, that would inform and educate me, provoke

my creativity and channel its expression, and help me man-

age my life (and also have a lot of knobs and buttons to
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manipulate). Have you ever fantasized about such a device?
Well, now you can buy it from Radio Shack.

Radio Shack’s Victory

Despite the fact that Radio Shack has consistently
ranked near the top in microcomputer sales, until now the
company has had the aura of an underdog. Maybe it was
because people referred to their TRS-80 computers as “Trash
80s.'’ Maybe it was their yawn-inducing advertising, remi-
niscent of a Sears catalog. Maybe it was just the overall
cheap image that this huge chain of electronics retailers has
earned. Before the Model 100, when I thought of Radio
Shack, I thought of cheap recording tape, cheap batteries,
cheap calculators, and yes, cheap computers.
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Figure 1.2: The Model 100 is built for adults, but that won’t stop your children
from wanting to play with such a kid-size computer.
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Computer as Companion 1

But the Model 100—which is manufactured in Japan

under contract—doesn’t look cheap at all. In fact, it looks

and performs as if it could bear the magic IBM logo (in which

case it would be a huge success at twice the price).

The Model 100 has received more media attention than

any computer since the Apple II. It’s already been on the

cover of several major computer magazines; and the maga-

zines are praising it. Stan Veit, in Computers & Electronics

(“One-Upmanship from Radio Shack,’’ May 1983), writes,

“They had a hard time prying my fingers loose from the

Model 100. I really didn’t want to let it go! I don’t often get

this high on a computer anymore . . .
.” Augustin Hedberg, in

Money magazine (“Get Ready for the Lovable Luggables,”

May 1983), says, “A full-function computer of about the

same weight and size as a 3-pound box of candy, the Model

100 is so packed with goodies that it could well become the

machine of the year.” And George Stewart, in Popular Com-

puting (“The TRS-80 Model 100,” May 1983), writes, “It is

the first portable computer we’ve seen that’s both practical

and affordable.”

What does all this mean? The Model 100 could be the

machine that makes people take Radio Shack seriously again.

In the next chapter, I’ll give you a guided tour of the

machine itself. If you don’t have a Model 100, you might

want to skip this chapter—or you can follow along as if

you’ve got one, too.



If you don’t own a Model 100, you may want to skip this

chapter, which is designed to familiarize owners with their

machines. Or go ahead and read on, and follow the photos.
After this chapter I’ll get into the programs themselves.

Assuming you own a Model 100, raise this little beauty
in one hand and take this tour with me.

First, find the on/off switch. Pull it toward you to turn it

on. In case you forget to turn off the Model 100 after you’re

done using it, the computer is programmed to turn itself off

after ten minutes, thus conserving your batteries. If you like,

you can reprogram the computer to stay on indefinitely,

which I prefer for convenience when it’s sitting on my desk.

Directions for changing this setting are on page 195 of the
owner’s manual.

When you flick on the computer, the remarkably large

viewing screen comes to life. It’s not only the largest liquid

crystal display (LCD) you’ve probably seen (2-1/8 inches by
7-5/8 inches), it’s also quite readable—because Radio Shack
made the characters about twice the size of characters on the

screens of many computers.

Next, find the LCD control dial, right behind the on/off

switch. You’ll be using this dial a lot. It allows you to see the

display clearly over a wide variety of viewing angles. Try
this: move your head so you’re looking right down at the
screen, and turn the dial all the way toward the rear of the
machine. You should be able to read the display. Now move
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your head to the normal position for typing on the Model 100
and notice how the screen goes dark. Turn the dial back
toward you. You can adjust it to suit your new angle, or any
angle in between.

There’s something important about LCD displays: they
need external light to be visible, unlike a conventional video
screen. You always need adequate light that is positioned so
it will not reflect into your eyes. And take care not to scratch
the delicate screen surface. Always carry your Model 100 in
its carrying case.

I’ll tell you something that surprised me. After using a
conventional video terminal for a couple of years and the
Model 100’s LCD display for a couple of months, I now find
the LCD much easier on my eyes. I can watch it for hours
without getting eyestrain. And if you have any concern
about radiation leaking out at you from your video terminal,
you’ve got nothing to worry about when viewing the LCD.

As I said, those jumbo characters are wonderfully legi-
ble. In fact, a guy I know used his Model 100 as an on-the-
podium teleprompter for a speech. He simply wrote the
speech in 7-line chunks (the display holds eight lines), then
moved from one chunk to the next as he delivered his speech.

Behind the LCD dial is the receptacle for the AC adaptor
(catalog #26-3804, $5.95). This AC adaptor costs so little I

recommend that you keep one at your home and one at your
office in order to conserve your batteries when you’re not
actually on the road.

The Main Menu

Now let’s read what’s on the display.

Across the top are the date, time, and copyright notice
for Microsoft, the software company in the state of Washing-
ton that developed the programs for the Model 100.

To set the date and time, just follow the instructions on

13
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page 18 of your owner’s manual. Then, when it’s all set, be

prepared to reset the year from time to time. Yes, there’s at

least one bug in the Model 100—and Radio Shack acknowl-

edges it. That is, the calendar advances itself one year every

once in a while, for no apparent reason. It’s 1983 as I write

this, but my calendar has moved on to 1985 in two months.

According to Radio Shack, this problem has something to do

with using the modem. But anyway, it’s easy enough to reset

the year. This bug shouldn’t cause too much inconvenience as

long as you can remember what year it really is.

Beneath the calendar is the menu, a listing of the names

of the built-in programs as well as a list of up to 19 other pro-

grams or files you can put into the computer.

BASIC, listed in the upper left of the menu, is the pro-

gramming language. This book won’t show you how to create

programs in BASIC. There are lots of good books that will do

that. But in Part II, you’ll find some simple programs you

can copy into your Model 100 for such things as graphics,

music, and extra word processing features.

In addition to BASIC, you’ll also see the names of the

four application programs: TEXT, TELCOM, ADDRSS, and

SCHEDL. How do you choose a program to use? There are

two ways.

Pi0 : 00 : 57 < C > M i orosoft
TELCOM ADDRSS

Select: _
"

" 21446 Bytes free

Figure 2.1: When you turn on the Model 100 for the first time, the calendar

starts out at midnight of January 1, 1900. It takes about 15 seconds to set to

the correct time, day, and date.
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1 - Type in the name of the program. As you do so, the letters

will appear after the word “Select:” in the lower left of the
screen. Then press the ENTER key on the right side of the
keyboard.

2 . Move the menu cursor (see Fig. 2.1) to the name of the pro-
gram you want to use. To move the cursor, just press the
space bar or use the cursor control keys in the upper right

of the keyboard. Then press ENTER.

In the lower right corner of the screen you can see the
number of “Bytes free”—that is, how many units of memory
are available. The more bytes free, the more room you have
for storing programs and other information. The number of
bytes free fluctuates according to what you've got stored in
memory. To give you a rough idea, my file of 150 names and
phone numbers takes up 4,187 bytes.

A Classic Keyboard

Let’s move on to the keyboard, one of the most endearing
features for anyone who types. I’m a 65 words-per-minute
man myself, and this keyboard feels a lot more comfortable
than the keyboards on the IBM PC, Compaq, older TeleVideo
terminals, and a fair number of other big computers. The
keyboard has a nice rolling feel that encourages fast typing
without making you skip characters. A type-ahead memory
buffer holds characters temporarily if you type faster than
the display can show them.

The keyboard has the keys in the right places, too (unlike
such esteemed computers as the IBM PC). Included is a
CAPS LOCK key that visibly locks down to show you when
it s activated. The keyboard also incorporates an embedded
numeric keypad. By locking down the NUM key, you convert
a section of the keyboard into a 10-key numeric keypad. It’s
not as good as a separate keypad, but it’s the only logical
way, without adding 3 inches to the computer’s width.

Beside the space bar are a GRPH key and a CODE key.
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These let you produce a remarkable range of graphics sym-

bols and characters (see Fig. 2.3). You can use these graphics

characters to symbolize different categories of daily tasks in

the SCHEDL program or to create vivid graphics displays in

your own BASIC programs. To see these characters, press

down either GRPH or CODE and one of the regular keyboard

keys. Then hold down SHIFT plus GRPH or CODE, for more

characters. There are 131 characters altogether.

Above the typewriter keyboard are the function keys FI

through F8, which do different things in different programs.

F2, for example, is used to Call a phone number in the

TELCOM program. In the TEXT program, F2 is used to

Load a file from a cassette recorder. When you’re using a pro-

gram and want to be reminded of what the function keys do,

just press the LABEL key in the third bank of keys at the
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top of the keyboard. In TEXT, this is how the labels look:

Find Load Save Copy Cut Sel Menu

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

To remove the labels from the screen—and get back the

eighth line for displaying your writing—you just press

LABEL again.

There are three other permanent function keys in addi-

tion to the LABEL key. The PASTE key is used in word pro-

cessing for “cutting and pasting.” You’ll hear more about

that in Chapter 3. The PRINT key instructs the printer to

print the contents of the screen (including function key labels

if they’re displayed). To print an entire file, you hold down

SHIFT along with PRINT. The BREAK/PAUSE key

stops a program temporarily (PAUSE) or ends it (when

pressed with SHIFT).

On the far right are the four cursor keys. You’ll use them

a lot in word processing. If you want to get fast at moving

around on the screen, you should learn to use a different fin-

ger of your right hand for each key: pointing finger = left;

center finger = right; ring finger = up; pinkie = down.
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Figure 2.3: What can you do with all these graphics symbols? You might use the

airplane (top row, middle) to indicate airline reservations in your daily schedule,

for example, lb produce an airplane, press the GRPH key plus the A key.
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Low Battery Warning

The LOW BATTERY light glows when you only have 15
minutes of battery life left. But if this happens, don’t worry.
Everything in memory will remain even if your AA cells die.
That’s because the Model 100 includes a built-in nickel cad-
mium (nicad) battery to keep the memory charged. The AA
cells keep the nicad charged. When your AAs die, the nicad
will retain the memory at least eight more days if you have
32K of memory, or up to 30 days for 8K of memory.

It makes sense always to carry spare AAs with the
machine when you travel, and to use Radio Shack’s AC adap-
tor whenever your Model 100 sits on your desk. But I have to
warn you: if you’re not connected to the AC adaptor and
you’re not using your computer for several days, you should
save all your files on cassette (see Chapter 9). The AAs only
recharge the nicad when the computer is turned on. If your
Model 100 is turned off, even with fresh batteries, the nicad
loses its charge just as fast as if the batteries were dead—
that is, 8 to 30 days.

Now let’s look at the left side of the case. There you’ll see
two switches for using the built-in modem. These are
explained in Chapter 6. And next to the switches is a hatch
covering the port for a bar code reader, a device that reads
information optically and converts it into electrical signals.
Businesses can use bar code readers for speeding up taking
inventory, processing orders, and potentially doing many
other tasks. Instead of writing down the name and code num-
ber of a product, the user can just pass the bar code reader,
shaped like a wand, over a printed bar code label on each item.
With the Radio Shack bar code reader and software (sched-
uled for release late in 1983), more businesses will be able to
afford this convenience. Expect to see other uses springing up
for bar code readers as they become more common.

Now look at the rear of the Model 100. In an indentation
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in the case is the reset button. You may never need to use

this, but if your Model 100 jams on you—if it stops working

in the middle of a program—the reset button usually will

unstick it.

Next to this button is the good old RS-232 port, the same

as the one found on many desktop computers. The RS-232

port allows the Model 100 to connect with many other com-

puters and with other hardware. For example, you can link

your Model 100 to a Radio Shack Model III using a Radio

Shack RS-232 cable (#26-1408, $19.95). With the proper com-

munications program loaded in the Model III, it’s easy to

transmit files from your Model 100.

Next to the RS-232 port is a printer port. Insert a Radio

Shack printer cable (#26-1409, $14.95), and plug the other end

into a “Centronics-type parallel printer”—another computer-

industry standard—and you can print directly from the

Model 100.

The two circular receptacles let you connect the Model

100 to a phone line and a cassette recorder. You’ll need the

modem cable (#26-1410, $19.95) to connect to a phone line so

that you can begin to experience computer telecommunica-

tions.

By connecting the Model 100 to a cassette recorder, you

can store programs and word processing files. To do this,

you’ll need the cassette recorder cable (#26-1207, $5.95), but I

recommend buying the Radio Shack computer cassette

recorder as well (#26-1208, $59.95). In Chapter 9, I explain

why.

What’s on Bottom

Now lay out the plastic carrying case that came with the

Model 100 and carefully place your computer on it upside

down. You’re now looking at:

1. The battery compartment. Isn’t it amazing that this

thing runs on four small AA cells? By the way, I don’t
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recommend using rechargeable nickel-cadmium AAs
in place of alkaline cells. Nicad AAs won’t keep the
built-in nicad charged up as effectively because they
produce less voltage than regular batteries.

2. The memory on/off switch. Once you've unpacked
your machine, inserted the batteries, and turned this
switch on, you should leave it on. When you turn off
this switch, you turn off the nicad power and wipe out
everything in memory. A friend of mine, while chang-
ing batteries one day, turned off this switch by mis-
take. After she realized what she had done, she left me
a profuse apology using the Model 100’s built-in word
processor. The point is: never turn off the memory
switch unless you’re going to pack up your machine
for a few weeks, or unless it’s time to replace the built-

in nicad (about every 2-1/2 years). In fact, it might be
a good idea to cover the switch with tape as a safe-

guard.

3. The Secret Compartment. I bet you can hardly wait.
Take a penny and very carefully pry off the hatch. The
inside looks like a high-tech version of the shrine from
Raiders of the Lost Ark. One receptable awaits the
Second Holy ROM Chip—somewhere in development
at Radio Shack. The two parallel rows of metal dots
comprise a bus , a connecting place, for hooking on
extra goodies.

In other words, this thing has expansion capabili-
ties. Why, even as I write these words, software and
hardware entrepreneurs are toiling to bring forth new
products that take advantage of the Model 100
boom—products like a video terminal and a disk
drive for starters.

So that’s your guided tour of the Model 100. But of
course what's inside will end up being a lot more interesting.

I don’t mean the electronic circuitry. I mean the programs
and all that you can do with them. The built-in programs are
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remarkably powerful and easy to learn. And that’s where the
real beauty of this little computer lies. The first program
that you’ll learn about is the one you’re likely to want to use
first: TEXT, the word processor.

Figure 2.4: The underside of the Model 100 reveals a receptacle for the second
ROM chip—in development at Radio Shack—plus another connector for any
number ofpossible add-ons.
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If you’ve been around microcomputers more than a

couple of months, you’ve probably grown to loathe the

phrase “user friendly.” It’s about as meaningful as “new
improved” on laundry detergent.

Well, the TEXT program in the Model 100 is truly user

friendly, I've got to tell you. Your best friend who hates com-

puters can learn to use it in ten minutes. One reason it’s so

easy is that it’s a stripped-down word processor.

What’s word processing? Put simply, it’s computerized

typing. Word processing lets you write a letter or memo on a

computer, then print a copy with a printer. You then type in

only the changes and corrections you need to make, and print

a new, letter-perfect copy automatically. TEXT lets you do

all these things even though it doesn’t give you many of the

capabilities of such powerful programs as WordStar or Scrip-

sit. The advantage of the Model 100 is that fewer features

mean easier learning.

The Writer’s Computer

The Model 100 is a writer’s dream. Besides handling all

the basics of word processing, it can print out directly to a

wide range of printers. It can send what you’ve written to a

larger computer for more sophisticated word processing.

And it has a great keyboard, which makes typing a pleasure.

You can sit on a bus, on an airplane, or on a beach, and

write letters, memos, limericks, or memoirs. When you go
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home, you can print them out. Or, if you have another com-

puter, you can transfer your writing over to it for more

sophisticated word processing.

For this reason, newspapers have taken a strong interest

in the Model 100—it’s a natural for reporters, who are always

rushed to turn in their stories. The Model 100 is being used

at thejDenver Post, the Chicago Sun-Times,
Newsday, the Los

Angeles Times, and the Wall Street Journal, among others.

Reporters are writing in the field on the Model 100 and trans-

mitting their stories to the home-based computer via modem.

Word Processing in Six Steps

Follow these directions, and you’ll be writing on your

Model 100 in ten minutes.

1 . Turn on the Model 1 00. The menu cursor, a dark rectangle,

is sitting over BASIC.

2 . Tap the space bar once. See how the menu cursor moves

from BASIC to TEXT? As an alternative, you can press the

-*• key instead of the space bar.

3 . Press ENTER. “File to edit?” appears at the upper left of

the screen.

4 . Type In a name for your word processing file. Let’s use the

name LETTER. Remember, this name must be six letters or

less, and it must not start with a number. It can start with

one of the graphics symbols. It doesn’t matter whether you

type the name in upper- or lowercase letters. It will always

appear as uppercase in the menu. The Model 100 will add a

.DO extension automatically. It stands for document. If you

make a mistake while typing this name, use the DEL/BKSP

key in the upper right of the keyboard to erase characters.

5 . Press ENTER. Now you’ve got a blank screen with a blink-

ing rectangle in the upper left corner. That’s the cursor,

which tells you where you are in your piece of writing.
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6. Start writing the following sample text:

Dear George:

I am writing this letter while flying over the Rockies on
my way to St. Louis. I’m using a little battery-operated com-
puter that sits on my lap.

Don’t worry about carriage returns. TEXT wraps around
lines of text automatically. Just press ENTER at the end of
each paragraph. And don’t worry about the little gap at the
beginning of the fourth line—it’s a space left over from the
line before. In the final printed version, the left margin will

line up properly.

Three Ways to Correct

Well, that’s it. You’re doing word processing. But you’d
better know how to make corrections before you get any far-

ther. There are three ways to erase letters, words, and larger
blocks of writing.

1 . DEL/BKSP erases characters immediately to the left of the
cursor one at a time. If you hold this key down, it’ll keep
erasing.
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Figure 3.1: lb begin word processing, place the menu cursor on TEXT and
press ENTER.
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2 . Hold down SHIFT while you press DEL/BKSP, and you’ll

erase characters directly under the cursor. If you hold

down these two keys, you’ll just keep sucking in characters

from the right.

3 . You can erase a large block of writing by using two of the

function keys, F7 (Select) and F6 (Cuf). To see how this

works, first press LABEL. As you recall, that lets you see

the labels on your screen for each function key. If there’s

no label over a number, it means there’s no function for

that key in this particular program.

Now move your cursor by using the cursor keys to the

beginning of the phrase “over the Rockies.” Place the cur-

sor in the space above the “o” in “over.”

Press F7 to Select this as what you’re going to cut.

Then move the cursor to the space after the “s” in

“Rockies.” To let you know what you’ve selected, each let-

ter in the phrase will reverse on the screen (become white

on a black background). When you’ve got everything

reversed that you want to cut, press F6 (Cuf), and it’s gone.

So now you know how to type in some text, how to move
the cursor, and how to cut out what you don’t want. Now how
do you save what you’ve written? That’s easier to do with
TEXT than with most larger word processors. In fact, it's
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Figure 3.2: In TEXT, if a space doesn’t fit on the end of one line it goes at the

beginning of the next line. When you print the entire file, however, the left

margin is aligned.
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automatic. Press F8 {Menu) to return to the menu, and your

file is automatically saved. Even if you absentmindedly turn

off the computer, your file will be saved. If you get called

away, the computer will shut itself off after ten minutes and
the file will still be saved. In other words, once you create a

TEXT file, it will be saved no matter what.

Printing

With the right printer and your Radio Shack printer

cable (#26-1409, $14.95), you’re ready to print. The Model 100

will connect to a large variety of printers, but they should be

“Centronics-type parallel.” The Model 100 also can connect

to another kind of printer—known as serial printers—

through the RS-232 port. But this kind of connection is con-

siderably more involved, and requires the use of BASIC
programming commands.

Printing is as easy as writing. But again, don’t expect

fancy features. In fact, don’t even expect to be able to stop

printing between pages. A program is included in Part II,

page 99 that will do that for you.

To print a file, do the following:

1 . Place the menu cursor over the name of a previously cre-

ated file, then press ENTER. Your writing will appear on the

screen.

2 . Hold down SHIFT and press PRINT. In the lower left corner

of the screen will appear “Width:”. The number shown is

the width setting last used.

3 . Select the width you want for your printing, which can be

from 10 to 132 characters. Type in your choice. (72 is good

for standard letter-size paper.) The next time you press

SHIFT and PRINT, that number will reappear.

4 . Make sure the printer is turned on and loaded with paper.

5 . Press ENTER. The printing begins immediately.
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At this point, either your printer is going to print your file

beautifully, or it’s going to print one line over another, over

another (which can be amusing for the first 20 seconds). My
printer did the latter. What a letdown. Everything I had

done until that point had gone so well. And suddenly I had

visions of having to buy a new printer just to get my Model

100 to print correctly.

But in fact, all I had to do was locate the automatic line

feed switch on my printer, and turn it on. The owner’s manual

for my printer told me where it was. You see, most word pro-

cessing programs send line feed signals to the printer. But

TEXT doesn’t. If you have another computer, just remember

to turn off the automatic line feed when you’re done printing

with the Model 100.

How to Insert

Inserting text is very simple. Just move the cursor to

where you want to insert a word, phrase, or larger block of

writing, and start typing. Inserting is automatic with TEXT.
This means it will always insert new words wherever the

cursor is.

Try it. Put the cursor in the space after “flying” in your

sample letter. Press the space bar once, then type over the

Appalachians. The existing words will move to the right to

make room for this new phrase. Don’t worry about typing

too fast. The computer remembers your keystrokes even if

it’s slow in showing them.

Automatic inserting is great for people who always have

a lot more to say in the second draft. What TEXT does not

allow is writing over something you’ve already written. You

have to delete first, then write your new material. Or you can

write the new material, which pushes the previous text to the

right, and then delete it later.
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Advanced Cursor Movement

TEXT lets you move around the screen faster than one
character at a time. By using SHIFT and CTRL (far left side
of keyboard) along with the cursor keys, you can jump all

over your piece of writing, for much faster editing. Here’s
how it works.

SHIFT and -*• means
SHIFT and **- means
SHIFT and t means
SHIFT and 1 means
CTRL and means
CTRL and means
CTRL and t means
CTRL and i means

one word to right

one word to left

top of screen

bottom of screen

end of line

beginning of line

beginning of file

end of file

By the way, if you want to keep your hands on the typing
keys at all times for greater speed—the WordStar approach—
every one of these commands has its equivalent command
using CTRL and a keyboard character. For example, to go
the end of a file, press CTRL and Z (see page 60 of your man-
ual for all of these commands, and start memorizing). Inci-

dentally, several TEXT commands are the same as for
WordStar. This is nice if you’re switching back and forth
between the Model 100, for your mountaintop writing, and
the WordStar program at the office.

Moving and Copying Blocks

TEXT includes very useful ways of manipulating larger

groups of words. I’ve already shown you how to delete a
block. Moving or copying a block is just as easy.

1 . Define your block by positioning the cursor at the begin-

ning, and pressing F7 (Select). In the sample file LETTER,
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place the cursor over the “I” In the second sentence, “I’m

using a little battery-operated computer that sits on my
lap.” Then press F7 (Select).

2 . Move the cursor to the end of the section you want to copy

or move. You’ll probably want to use the cursor speed-up

tricks from the last section. In the sample, press CTRL and

then the \ key two times. All the text you’ve selected will

appear reversed on the screen.

3 . Press F6 (Cut). The sentence will disappear just as if you

had deleted it, but actually it’s being stored in a special part

of memory until you decide what to do with it.

If you wanted to copy instead of move the sentence,

you press F5 (Copy) instead of F6 (Cuf) at this point. The

sentence would remain on-screen while a copy was being

made in memory.

4 . Move the cursor to the beginning of the first sentence in

the letter, right over the “I.”

5 . Press PASTE. The sentence whomps Into view on the

screen, ahead of the other sentence.

This option to move and copy is a goodie you wouldn’t

expect from this little package. You can actually create

standard, frequently used sentences for your business letters

in one file, then select and copy those paragraphs into letters

you write in other files. To move or copy into another file,

Figure 3.3: When you’ve selected a sentence to copy, delete, or move, the sen-

tence appears reversed on-screen.
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just press F8 {Menu) to leave your present file, then create

another file or enter an existing one, place the cursor where
you want, and press PASTE.

Here’s a caution, however: you can only hold onto one piece

of text at a time when you use F5 {Copy) or F6 {Cut). Once
you use F5 {Copy) or F6 {Cut) again, you’ve lost whatever
was being saved before.

There’s yet another way to select a block of text for cutting,

moving, or copying. That’s using the FI {Find) key.

1 . Move the cursor to the first letter of the first word in your
chosen block. In the sample, put the cursor over the / in /

am writing this letter. . .

.

2. Press F7 (Select).

3. Press FI (Find). “String:” appears in the lower left of the

screen.

4. Type in the word where you want the block to end. It

should be unique, or at least the first appearance of that

word in the text that follows. For our sample, type in Louis.

5. Press ENTER. Suddenly, everything between your first

word and the specified word will become reversed. Then
press SHIFT -*• to reverse the word “Louis.” You can then

go ahead and delete or copy that block.

What else can you do with FI (Find)? If you discover
you’ve been mispelling a woman’s name, you can, for exam-
ple, find all occurrences of “Bridgett” in a letter, and change
them to “Bridgette.”

Let’s try it out with what’s left of the sample. First move
the cursor to the beginning of the letter.

1 . Press FI (Find).

The screen will say, “String: Louis.”
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(A string can be a letter, symbol, word, or phrase up to 24

characters long.)

3. Press ENTER. The cursor will go to computer. At that point

you could change the spelling if you wanted.

4. Press FI (Find) again.

5. If you want to keep looking for the same string, just press

ENTER again. If you want to look for a new string, just type

in the new characters, then press ENTER. When the com-

puter can’t find any more occurrences of your string, it

says, “No match.”

Note that the search for your string will only take place

below the starting cursor position. So if you want to look for

a certain letter, word, or phrase throughout a piece of writ-

ing, make sure you start at the beginning of the document.

There are two more function keys used in TEXT. F3
(Save) and F2 (Load) let you store files on audio cassettes and

retrieve them back into memory. See Chapter 9 for instruc-

tions on these functions, plus tips on using cassettes.

Deleting Files

Now that you’ve created a file and printed it, what do

you do when you want to get rid of it? The question is not

merely hypothetical, because you’ll probably soon bump into

the limits of memory in the Model 100. While you’re in the

middle of a letter, for instance, you may suddenly see “Mem-
ory Full” on the screen. Then what? You must leave your

writing for a moment and find an unneeded file or two to

delete. Then you can return to writing with more memory
free. Here’s how to delete files to make more room.

1 . Position the menu cursor over BASIC.

2. Press ENTER.

3. Press FI (Find) to see a list of all files.
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4 . Type kill “letter.do”. Make sure you really want to get rid of

that file, because it’s only one keystroke from being gone.

5 . Press ENTER. Your Model 100 merely says, “OK,” remov-
ing all emotion from the ultimate act of annihilation.

If you spelled your file incorrectly the computer will

say, “?FF Error.” On page 217 of your owner’s manual
you’ll find that “FF” means “File Not Found.” So retype the

file name correctly, then press ENTER.

6. Press F8 to return to the menu. You’ll see no sign of LET-
TER.DO. Let me tell you, killing files is not to be taken
lightly. When they’re gone, they’re gone forever.

Now that you’ve learned how to do word processing on
the Model 100, you’re ready to use SCHEDL to keep track of
your daily appointments.
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If you make a lot of airplane trips every month and have

a hard time keeping track of all your reservations, SCHEDL
can bring order back into your travel planning.

If you have a busy schedule of meetings, phone calls, and

appointments—and it’s constantly changing—SCHEDL can

help you stay on top of your schedule.

In both of these examples, the convenience of changing

information electronically instead of with paper and pen can

make SCHEDL very useful. But the truth is, SCHEDL may

also be the one program supplied with the Model 100 that you

decide you can do without. Why? Because schedule organiz-

ing is a very personal thing. Doing it electronically may not

suit you.

In this chapter you’ll learn the rudiments of using

SCHEDL as a scheduling tool.

SCHEDL lets you make a file of appointments and then

selectively display them. It’s the selectivity that makes it

useful. For instance, if you want to know all the phone calls

you have to make today, you can display those. Or all the

phone calls you have to make tomorrow. Or the bills you

have to pay this month, and when they’re due. The secret is

categorizing each entry with your own symbols.

When you use SCHEDL, you must first create a file with

TEXT called NOTE.DO. That’s where you list all your

appointments and to-dos. SCHEDL lets you find the

appointments and to-dos based on the information you enter

in NOTE.DO.
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Using SCHEDL in Seven Steps

Here’s an example.

1 . Go into TEXT mode.

2 . Name your file NOTE. (The Model 100 will add the “DO”
extension automatically.) SCHEDL draws information from
the NOTE.DO file.

3 . Type in these appointments:

5/10 7 p.m., dinner, Dolores
5/22 Phone United to confirm flight 687 to Chicago
5/23 8:30 p.m., airport, United flight 687 to Chicago
6/1 10:30 a.m., Hilton, “Selling in the ’80s” conference
6/5 1 p.m., lunch, Ted

6/7 $ car payment due
6/9 Phone Fred J.

4 . Press F8 (Menu) to return to the menu.

5 . Select SCHEDL and press ENTER. At the top of the
screen is the prompt: “Schd:”. Along the bottom are
three functions above FI, F5, and F8.

6. Press FI . The word Find will appear on the screen.

7 . Type in Dolores, then press ENTER. You’ll Immediately
see any plans you’ve made with Dolores. If you type in

Ted you’ll see what you’ve got planned with him.

But here s the neat part. You can pull out listings from
your NOTE.DO file in several different ways. For instance,
try pressing FI (Find) and typing phone, then ENTER.
Instantly you’ll see all your phone calls—simply because you
put the word phone” in each listing. And of course you can
find all your plans for any particular date by just typing in
that date.

If your listings for any category exceed the screen size,

function keys F3 (More) and F4 (Quit) become activated.
Press F3 to see More of the same listings. Press F4 to Quit
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looking for whatever you wanted to find. If you have a

printer and want to print out a list of your appointments,

press F5 (Lfnd—stands for list/find).

The key to using SCHEDL successfully is how you put

together your listings in NOTE.DO. You’ve got to be consist-

ent. If you typephone for some phone calls andPh for others,

you won’t find all your phone calls by looking for phone.

However, if you just look for ph you will find your phone

calls—simply because “ph” is contained within “phone.”

There are plenty of ways to set up your listings so

SCHEDL does you the most good. I suggest you use symbols

for common, repetitive activities. I use # for phone calls (it

reminds me of the # sign on a touch-tone phone), @ for meet-

ings (since meetings happen at some location), and ! for must-

do tasks.

From Notebook to Computer

SCHEDL holds strong advantages over paper and pen

for people with a constantly changing schedule—because it’s

so much simpler to change information electronically than

on paper. But if you’re used to your system of organizing

yourself, it’s not easy to make the switch.

For years I lived my daily life according to my personal

bible: a 7- by 9-inch vinyl notebook that contained all my
appointments, phone calls, and daily to-dos. It was a great

system, with two full pages devoted to each day. On the left

was my daily to-do list. On the right was my appointment

schedule. I depended on that notebook, and it served me well.

In fact, I wore out the hinges on two of them and had just

bought one made of snazzy imitation leather when I brought

home my Model 100.

Now my notebook sits on the corner of my desk,

unopened, the pages empty. Actually, I didn’t exactly replace

my old system with SCHEDL, but rather with a new system
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that uses SCHEDL and a sorting program supplied by Radio
Shack. I’ll share my system with you in Chapter 8.

The point is, however, it wasn’t easy making the transi-
tion from paper to a little plastic box. As much as I wanted
to trust this thing, it wasn’t easy. How could I be absolutely,
positively certain that when I switched off the power at
night, my appointments and phone calls for the next month
would remain intact among the computer chips inside, ready
to come back to life the next morning?

Computers still, seem kind of magical. Have you ever
actually seen a byte? I had to adopt a faith in this technology
in order to let it take over such an important part of my life

as my daily schedule. There also are precautions you can
take, so your faith need not be absolute (see Chapter 9).

Even with a willingness to entrust your flight reserva-
tions to microelectronics—which is what the airlines them-
selves have been doing for a few years—you still may have
another barrier to overcome. For me, my vinyl notebook was
very comfortable. I was accustomed to flipping it from page
to page as part of the scheduling process—“Let’s see when I

have time to see you—how about lunch on the 19th?” With
SCHEDL you can say the same words, then push FI (Find)
and the proposed date of your lunch to see if it’s available. If

it is, you enter NOTE.DO and type it in. Clearly, it’s not the
same experience. It’s somewhat like switching from a wrist-
watch with hands to a digital watch. And some people, after
all, will always prefer a watch with hands.

SCHEDL as Personal Information Organizer

Even if you don’t use SCHEDL to organize your day, you
may find it very useful to organize some of the most important
information you use in your day. For example, if you’re a sales
rep with too many products to know them all well, you could
take your Model 100 along on sales calls and use SCHEDL as
an electronic card file. You could find information about any
product instantly during your sales presentation.
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A realtor could store brief entries on property in the

Model 100, then locate them according to price, geographic
area, or other factors.

If you’re doing research for a report, you could enter

information into the Model 100 according to different catego-

ries, then later recall all the information on one subject.

What makes all this possible is SCHEDL’s ability to pull

out NOTE.DO entries according to symbols, words, or

phrases contained within the entries. That feature makes
SCHEDL a junior data base management system. In com-
puter terminology, each time you press ENTER at the end of

a line you’re creating a new record in your data base.

If you're doing research for a book, for example, you
could type a number at the beginning of each entry that
stands for the chapter where that piece of information would
most likely go. If you’re a real estate agent keeping track of

pieces of property, you’d just want to make sure you included

the key elements for later retrieval of each listing—for
instance, price, geographic area, and type of dwelling.

You can build several of these files for different subjects

at the same time, by the way, and none of them has to be
called NOTE.DO. How do you get around that? Simple. You
just do the simplest bit of programming in BASIC—the

bchd : Find Rip Ion
R i p 1 on an oil ~p u.nposo synt-hot- i c -f3bn i c
f cin oil -

MJoathsn !j.so . M ktd » si n

c

0 :1979,
N Cit r0oo n sH i 0nd0d for s3 1 t a i p ( t-ry h1apcn )

Schd: I

Find Lfnd Menu.

Figure 4.1: A salesperson can use SCHEDL as an electronic card file to

instantly find information on any product in the product line.
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renaming of files. Let’s say your file is called HOUSES.DO.
Here’s how you rename it.

1 . Enter BASIC.

2 . Type Name "NOTE.DO” as "NOTE2.DO” and press ENTER.

3 . Type Name "HOUSES.DO” as "NOTE.DO" and press

ENTER.
Back at the menu, sure enough, there’s a new file

called “NOTE2.DO” and there’s no more “HOUSES.DO.”
Just remember to put your file names back the way they

were when you want to use your original NOTE.DO file with

SCHEDL again.

Now that you’ve learned how to use SCHEDL for more
than organizing your schedule, in the next chapter you can

learn about using ADDRSS for more than storing addresses

and phone numbers.
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The ADDRSS program is handy for keeping all your
phone numbers and addresses consolidated, up to date, and
readily accessible. For these reasons, ADDRSS may wean
you from your paper and pen method of keeping phone num-
bers and addresses. But ADDRSS also has other benefits—

especially for salespeople and anyone else who would want to

maintain a current file of clients or prospects.

Before I bought the Model 100, 1 had no system for stor-

ing phone numbers. I used a desktop roller file, which was
ridiculously out of date, and a pile of scribbled-on scraps of

paper. The Model 100 straightened me out, and it could do
the same for you. It’s easy to type in names, phone numbers,
and addresses as soon as you make a new friend or meet a
new contact. When you want to find that person’s phone
number later, you can locate it using the person’s first name,
last name, or any other piece of information you’ve put into

his listing. You also can print out alphabetical listings of the

entries using a sort program found in the Model 100 owner’s

manual (see Chapter 8 for an explanation of how to use this

program).

Moreover, if you want to, you can scroll through your
listings every few months and cull the entries you no longer

need. This will conserve your machine’s memory.

If you’re in sales, ADDRSS has even greater potential.

You can use a special code to identify each prospect, for

example, then record notes of your latest phone conversation

along with the person’s name and phone number. Later, when
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you return to that prospect, your Model 100 can brief you as

you’re preparing to call.

In fact, one of the great things about ADDRSS is that

you get double use from it. Not only can you look up numbers
and addresses, but you can also automatically dial the num-
bers you’ve stored, using TELCOM (see Chapter 6).

Using ADDRSS in Five Steps

If you’re a Model 100 owner, you can see how ADDRSS
works by following these directions.

1 . Go into TEXT and create a file named ADRS. This file is

used by ADDRSS as the source of phone numbers and

addresses. (The computer adds the .DO extension.) Press

ENTER.

2. Start typing in names, phone numbers, and addresses. The

key idea is to create a consistent system for doing this and

to stick with it. For business use, i recommend this order:

last name, first name, colon, phone number, colon,

address. The colon is required by TELCOM, the automatic

dialing program, to indicate where the phone number
begins and ends. If you put the last name at the beginning,

you can use the Radio Shack sorting program to alphabet-

ize your listings (see Chapter 8).

Typical entries might look like this:

Albertson, Jerry: 707-789-7441: 34 E. Elm St., Santa Rosa,

CA 95402

Adamson, Susan: 408-566-8896: 312 A/do, Santa Clara, CA
95050

Adamson, Susan (W): 415-326-7813: 1750 Hillview Ave.,

Palo Alto, CA 94304

I use separate listings for home and work numbers,

and repeat the name. Be sure to press ENTER at the end of

each entry to separate one listing from the next.
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3. When you’ve typed In all your names and numbers, press
F8 (Menu) to return to the menu.

4. Select ADDRSS and press ENTER. You’re now looking at a
screen that is very similar to the screen for SCHEDL.

5. Press FI (Find) and type in the name of the person you’re
looking for. Press ENTER. You’ll see the person’s name,
phone number, and address appear. If you have two list-

ings for that person, both will appear.

ADDRSS Tips

Tip 1: Whether you use capitals for the first letter of a
name or use all lowercase letters, be consistent. It doesn’t
matter to ADDRSS which you use. But if you sort alphabeti-
cally, the capitals will be listed ahead of lowercase letters.
This will ruin your alphabetical order.

Tip 2: Learn to type in as little information as possible
when you’re looking for a listing (because we’re all lazy typ-
ists). For example, you might be able to type in only the first

names of many of your entries. But if you have a half dozen
Johns, you’ll have to type in both the first and the last name
to get the John you want (or perhaps typing in only the last
name would do it).

Tip 3: If you can’t remember a person’s whole name, type
in as much as you’re sure of. Then use F3 {More) until you
locate the name. For instance, suppose you remember that
you want to reach someone with “son” at the end of his name.
Go ahead and press FI {Find) and then type son. You might
get Adamson, Hermanson, Johnson, and Fredrickson before
finding the one you wanted.

Tip 4: If you don’t need people’s addresses, don’t save
them. It’s a waste of your typing time and a waste of the com-
puter’s precious memory. For me, 90 percent of the people in
my ADRS.DO file are those whom I’ll phone but will never
write, so most of my listings consist of only names and phone
numbers.
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ADDRSS as Sales Assistant

Once you’re familiar with the fundamentals of ADDRSS,
you can do some exciting things that are especially valuable

for people who work with prospects or ongoing clients. Every

time you phone someone, how would you like to be reminded

of the date and contents of your last phone conversation?

This is possible with ADDRSS. You can even set up your

ADRS.DO file to remind you to phone the people you haven’t

called for a long time.

Here’s how to use ADDRSS as your electronic sales aide.

1 . Go into TEXT and create a file named PRSPCT to use for

your prospects.

2 . Use the first five spaces to enter the date you last made

contact with this person. If that was February 11, type 02/

11. If the person is a brand new prospect, type in 00/00.

3 . Press the space bar three times.

4 . Type in the last name, comma, first name, space, then P*—
the symbol for prospect. (You can use C* for client.)

5 . Type a colon, then the phone number, colon, address, per-

iod.

6. Go ahead and type in any comments you want to recall

about this prospect—especially any commitments you

made to that person.

Here’s what your listings might look like.

02/11 Jamieson, Arthur, P*; 213-366-8654: Continental

Chemical Corp., 12730 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles, CA

90066. Interested In new spring product line. OK to call

back In a month.

02/18 Cherson, Linda, P*: 404-855-0132: Cherson Indus-

trial Supplies, 2305 Emery St., Atlanta GA 30318. Very inter-

ested In new cleaner. I promised to call back by 03/15.

7 . If you want to, you can use the space between the date and
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the name to add your own code for priority or to categorize
your prospects some other way. You might use A, B, and C
to indicate priority. Or you might use > for a potential large
buyer and < for a likely small buyer.

8. When you’ve entered the names in the file and you’re ready
to use it, rename your file as ADRS.DO and rename
ADRS.DO as ADRS2.DO (Chapter 4, page 38 gives instruc-
tions for this simple procedure).

9 . Press F8 {Menu) to return to the main menu.

10 . Enter ADDRSS.

1 1 . Press FI (Find) and type in a prospect’s name. Or you
could type in 02/11 and find all the prospects you called on
that date.

There’s even more you can do with your PRSPCT file.
You can use the Radio Shack sorting program (see Chapter 8)
to alphabetize your prospects or to list them in order of the
date of your last contact. (The earliest dates will be at the top
of the list.) If you use an A-B-C code for priority, you can sort
by that code and end up with all your A-priority prospects at
the top of the list.

To maintain this list, just enter the file after each call,
write in the new date plus any new information you want to
store, and delete the old information.

0 f"'- i F i nd cherson
U k' 1

8

Cherson

L

i nda , Pt : 484-855-0132 :

Rdrs

:

Find Lfnd Menu.

Figure 5.1:A sales rep can use ADDRSS to retrieve up-to-date information on
prospects, including the date and highlights of the lastphone conversation.
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Remember to rename your files again when you want to

use your original ADRS.DO file.

Why not include prospects and clients as part of your

ADRS.DO file? By creating a separate file, you can set it up

to serve its own unique purpose. (Your regular phone listings

don’t require a last date of contact.) Also, if your prospect

file becomes bulky, you can save it on a cassette when you

need to free the computer’s memory for other work (see Chap-

ter 9).

When you use your Model 100 as a prompter for your

sales or client calls, you’re taking full advantage of the

ADDRSS program. Well, not quite. In the next chapter,

you’ll see how simple the next step is—that is, automatically

dialing your prospects and clients.
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TELCOM, the Model 100’s built-in communications pro-
gram, makes an already extraordinary computer even better.
TELCOM and the built-in modem literally open the whole
world to your Model 100. You can automatically dial any num-
ber in the ADRS.DO file. You can use this little box as a termi-
nal to control a huge mainframe computer hundreds of miles
away. You can exchange electronic mail with other computers
at a remarkably low cost. And you can exploit the vast
resources of information, communication, and entertainment
available from information utilities like The Source and Com-
puServe. If you’re using the Model 100 as your second com-
puter, TELCOM is the feature that lets you do writing or
other work away from your office or home, then transfer the
information to your other computer over phone lines.

The potential to communicate can easily double the
value of a personal computer. But with most computers, you
have to spend considerably more money to purchase the addi-
tional hardware and software that allow communication.
You might spend $200 to $600 for a modem, another $30 to
$500 for communications software, and $25 more for the con-
necting cables. But when you buy the Model 100, you pur-
chase a communications hardware-software package,
too—all built-in.

Telecommunications—What It Means to You

Computer telecommunications promises to bring about
major changes in the way we work and live. When you start
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using TELCOM, you start to bring about those changes for

yourself. Consider the following scenario.

You’re a corporate division manager. The morning of a

plane trip, you sit down in front of your Model 100. Within

seconds, via TELCOM and one of the information services,

you’re reading the latest news from Associated Press. Then

you read the national weather, making special note of the

previous day’s highs and lows in the city you’re about to

visit. Then, when you check your electronic mailbox for e-

mail, you find a briefing on your trip from your boss. It’s

kind of long-winded and you don’t want to miss breakfast, so

you download it from the network to the memory of your

Model 100.

Later, while you are waiting at the airport to board your

flight, you review the briefing. Then, instead of attempting

to reach your boss by phone in the middle of a work day, you

draft a reply, then upload it at a nearby pay phone back to

your office’s computer.

On the flight, you write notes you’ll be using during a

presentation scheduled for the next day, then you write two

memos. Once you’ve checked into your hotel later in the day,

you enter the day’s expenses into your EXPENS file, then

you connect to the information service that you called that

morning. You catch up on world news and read a new batch of

information from your boss to prepare you for a meeting the

next day. Then you upload the two memos you wrote on the

plane, so that your office can receive them first thing the

next morning.

This scenario represents a mere glimpse of the future

potential of telecommunications. Everything I’ve described

is already possible with your Model 100.

The other side of this communications revolution is the

fun of it all. Business aside, TELCOM can keep you up late

into the night just playing with the new realm of computer

communications.

So let’s start putting TELCOM to work. In the rest of
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this chapter, I will explain how to hook your Model 100 into
your phone line, how to dial phone numbers automatically,
how to connect the Model 100 directly to another computer,
and how to log on to one of the information utilities, Compu-
Serve. If you don’t yet own a Model 100, you’ll probably find
this section interesting too.

Hooking Up the Modem Cable

You need one piece of gear to use the Model 100 for
communicating—the Radio Shack modem cable (#26-1410,
$19.95). It’s a bargain, because with it, you get a free hour on
a weekend or an evening for two information utilities, Com-
puServe and Dow Jones News/Retrieval. Connecting the
cable is easy if you have a modular phone jack. If you don’t
have a modular phone jack, you’ll need to buy one of the
adaptors that Radio Shack sells to convert your phone plug
to a modular system, or you can use Radio Shack’s acoustic
cups (#26-3805, $39.95).

1 . Pull apart the beige cylindrical connector from its mated
shorting plug (see Figure 6.1).

2 . Insert the cylindrical connector into the Model 100 PHONE
port. The groove in the connector’s flange should face up
as you slide it in.

3 . Pull out the phone line from the back of your phone.

4 . Insert the gray section of the modem cable into your
phone.

5 . Insert the beige section of the modem cable into the beige
plastic box attached to the modem cable.

6. Insert the phone line from your wall outlet into the other
end of the plastic box. I hope you didn’t start reading these
instructions, then go get a bite to eat after step 3—because
until you reconnect the phone line from the wall into this lit-

tle box, your phone is dead.

7 . Lift up your receiver. You should hear a dial tone. If you
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don’t, go back and make sure you did everything the right

way.

3. Set the DIR/ACP switch on the left side of the Model 1 00 to

DIR. (ACP is the setting used for acoustic cups. DIR is for

direct connection to the phone line.)

9 . Set the ANS/ORIG switch to ORIG- because you’re origi-

nating rather than answering the call.

Now you’re ready. Remember that if you disconnect the

modem cable from the Model 100, you must again mate it

with the shorting plug to keep your phone in operation.

Figure 6.1: The Radio Shack modem cable properly connected.
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How to Auto-Dial

1 . Select TELCOM with the menu cursor.

2 . Press ENTER. You’re now looking at a cryptic line of infor-

mation on your screen—the communications parameters.

These settings regulate several characteristics of the sig-

nals sent and received by the Model 100—including speed

of transmission—and they must match the settings of the

computer or other device at the other end. The settings are

easily changed. For automatic dialing, however, the setting

that comes from Radio Shack will work fine.

Along the bottom of the screen are labels for the func-

tion keys. And beneath the communications parameters is

the word “Telcom:”.

3 . Press FI to Find a phone number of someone in your

ADRS.DO file.

4 . Type in the name of whomever you want to call. You’ll see

the person’s name and phone number appear. If you see

the wrong name up there, you probably typed in John, for

example, and got the first name containing John. This

could even bring a Johnson to the screen. You’ll learn from

experience with your list of names just how much you have

to type to get the name you want.

If there are more Johns, the computer will display two

more function labels. Press F3 (More) to see more of the

Johns until you get the right one. Press F4 (Quit) to quit

looking for John.

5 . When you’ve got the right name, press F2 to Call. The

Model 100 starts dialing the number, emitting an African

thumb-piano sound and displaying each digit as it’s dialed.

6. Pick up the phone before the dialing is complete. If you

don’t, the Model 100 automatically disconnects before the

ringing starts.

Radio Shack sells adaptors to convert nonmodular phone
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Linking to Another Computer

The Model 100 really comes into its own as a second com-
puter, by working as a partner to a desktop computer. The
Model 100 gives you more freedom. The desktop unit gives

Figure 6.2: With TELCOM and Radio Shack’s acoustic cups, any pay phone
becomes a telecommunications station for linking to other computers and

information utilities.
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plugs to modular ones. But if you’re somewhere that doesn’t

allow that—like a hotel room or a pay phone—you’ll have to

use Radio Shack’s acoustic cups (#26-3805, $39.95). These
allow you to connect with other computers through the phone
handset, but don’t allow auto-dialing. The acoustic cups
work under a wider variety of situations, but the modular
connection is preferable whenever possible, simply because
there’s less of a chance of transmission errors.
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you more capability. When you link the two, you combine

those benefits.

It’s simple to hook your Model 100 to almost any larger

computer. You need four things.

1. An RS-232 port on your other computer.

2. Communications software for your other computer.

For the Radio Shack Model III, for instance, you

could use Radio Shack’s Videotex Plus (#26-1588,

$49.95).

3. An RS-232 connecting cable such as the one made by

Radio Shack (#26-1408, $19.95).

4. A device called a null modem, which allows you to

connect two RS-232 ports via cable and maintain

proper connections (#26-1496, $29.95).

When you’ve set up your two computers to talk to each

other, you’ve got an extremely useful computer partnership.

You’ll be able to write letters and memos on an airplane or in

a restaurant, then come back to your office. There you can

upload them into your larger computer, using a more power-

ful word processor to put your writing in its final shape.

What’s more, you can download a file from your larger com-

puter and take it on the road for editing, thus making more
efficient use of your travel time.

What’s an Information Utility?

Encyclopedias. Late-breaking news stories. Weather

reports from around the world. Up to the minute stock

prices. Continually updated information about the latest

developments in business, finance, and many other fields.

Movie reviews. Free programs for your Model 100. Coast to

coast computer conversations. All this and much, much more

is but a phone call away, thanks to TELCOM and the dozens

of information utilities available to you.

When I’m hooked to an information utility, it’s not just
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the information that scrolls across the screen that holds my
attention. It’s the feeling of being outside my room, even out-
side my city, a feeling that I as a human being—not just my
computer—am connected to something bigger out there. This
feeling can make information utilities nearly addictive.

Though the process of logging on to these utilities could
be a sequence of bothersome details, with the Model 100, it’s

simple. That's because TELCOM is designed to let you key in
each step of the log-on sequence once as part of the ADRS.DO
file, then repeat the whole sequence automatically every time
after that. Now when I want to use CompuServe, for example,
I just enter TELCOM, find CompuServe’s phone number, and
press F2 (Call) to call it.

Of the three leading information utilities, CompuServe is

the closest thing to a “people’s” information utility—simply
because it’s the most affordable, yet provides a wide range of
services. The Source, though more expensive, is preferred by
many people for its additional services. Here are the basic
rates of the big three services.

The Source

Membership fee $100.00

Day hourly rate $20.75

Night hourly rate $7.75

CompuServe
$29.95-39.95

$12.50

$6.00

Dow Jones

$50.00

$36.00-72.00

$9.00-54.00

These charges don’t include the cost of the phone connec-
tion. If you live in a big city, any of these utilities are proba-
bly local calls. In outlying areas, you may have to pay for a
long distance call. Special connecting networks such as Tym-
net and Telenet may save you money in connecting to the net-

works from outside metropolitan areas. In addition, certain

services of the utilities—such as stock quotes on
CompuServe—cost you more than the hourly rates.

Dow’s services are wide-ranging in cost. Stock quotes,

for instance, will cost you $9 per hour during evening hours,

or $54 per hour during the day; news will cost you $12 per
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hour during evening hours, or $72 per hour during the day.

The membership fees for all three services will often be

lower than these figures. The regular membership fee for

CompuServe is $39.95, the fee when purchased through

Radio Shack is $29.95, and the fee is waived when you buy

the Model 100 modem cable. Likewise, the Dow Jones fee is

waived when you buy the modem cable.

Changing Your Communication Parameters

Before going on-line with CompuServe, you need to make

sure your Model 100’s communication parameters are set

correctly. The correct settings are M7I1D,10 pps. To find out

what these settings mean, see pages 85-86 of your owner’s

manual. Here’s how to alter the settings.

1 . Enter TELCOM.

2 . Press F3 for Stat (status of communications parameters).

3. Type in the parameters in the same order as the present

setting, changing only the character you need to. You must

type in the entire line except for “pps,” even If you’re only

changing one variable. Your line should look like this:

M7l1D,10pps.

4 . Proofread to make sure you got it right.

5 . Press ENTER. Your new parameters are now recorded and

will appear the next time you call up TELCOM.

How to Auto-Dial CompuServe

Follow these directions once and you’ll never have to go

through all the details again. You’ll use a similar, though not

identical, procedure for auto-dialing The Source and other

information utilities.

I’ll assume you already have your modem cable in place

and have ripped open your CompuServe starter kit.
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Find your CompuServe user I.D. number and password
inside the kit. If they’re missing, phone your Radio Shack
dealer. The I.D. and password give you a free hour.

Enter your ADRS.DO file (or create one if you don’t already
have one, by entering TEXT).

Type in CompuServe or CIS or whatever tag you’ll use to

identify CompuServe in your listings. Type a colon at the
end.

From the list of CompuServe phone numbers included in

your packet, find the one nearest you. (These instructions

do not apply if you log on via Tymnet or Telenet.)

Type in the phone number, followed by < = ~C. Don’t type
CTRL C. Actually produce a ACon the screen by typing
SHIFT 6, then capital C.

Type ?U.

Type in your user I.D. number. Don’t forget the comma
after the first five digits.

Type (SHIFT 6, then capital M).

Type ?P.

Type your password, making sure you include the punctua-
tion mark between the two words. Your password isn’t sup-
posed to make sense. In fact, if it does, it’s a bad password
since it might be easier for someone to guess.

Note: if your password contains a question mark, auto
log-on won’t work. But you might as well go ahead and use
it in this sequence anyway; just be ready to type in your
password manually when CompuServe tells you something
is wrong. Once you’re a full subscriber, you can change
your password—in fact, you can make up your own.

Type *M>: (SHIFT 6, capital M, greater than symbol,
colon). Here is what your sequence should look like:

CIS: 956-4191K = C?U75765,531 *M?PPASS*WORD''M>

:

Proofread what you just typed.

Press ENTER.
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This is a painstaking process, but from now on—if you

did it right—you won’t have to punch in any numbers when-

ever you call CompuServe. Now the fun can start.

How to Log On to CompuServe

1. Enter TELCOM.

2 . Check that your communications parameters are set at

M7I1D,10 pps. If not, change them.

3 . Press FI (Find).

4 . Type in your abbreviation for CompuServe. It doesn’t mat-

ter if you use capitals or not.

5 . Press ENTER.

The first part of your automatic log-on sequence will

appear on the screen—just your abbreviation and the

phone number, followed by < >

.

6. Press F2 to Call CompuServe. Listen for the pleasant Afri-

can thumb-piano sound.

Within a few seconds you should hear another sound,

which is not so pleasant—like a rat clearing its throat after

eating peanut butter. That’s the connection being estab-

lished with CompuServe. When the throat clearing changes

to a guttural chirp, the connection has been made. (Note:

the connection is completely automatic—you don’t have to

pick up the phone.)

Next there’s a pause. Then CompuServe takes over.

First CompuServe asks for your user I.D. number, and the

Model 100 displays it automatically before your eyes. Then

there’s another pause and CompuServe asks for your

password. The Model 100 enters It automatically, without

showing it on the screen. This is to maintain security, in

case someone is looking over your shoulder.
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And then, you’re in! This message greets you:

COMPUSERVE INFORMATION SERVICE
COMPUSERVE
COMPUSERVE INFORMATION SERVICE

1 HOME SERVICES

2 BUSINESS & FINANCIAL

3 PERSONAL COMPUTING
4 SERVICES FOR PROFESSIONALS
5 USER INFORMATION

6 INDEX

ENTER YOUR SELECTION NUMBER,
OR H FOR MORE INFORMATION.

[YOUR LOCAL TIME] [DATE]

PAGE CIS-1

As of right now, you can start having a lot of fun without
knowing anything else about CompuServe. Just wend your
way through the menus. Later, gaining a bit more knowledge
will help to guide you to where you want to go more quickly.

If you do dive in at this point, well, I salute your frontier

spirit. Just remember, when you’re ready to get out, just
press F8, Bye. The computer, as a precaution against clumsy
fingers, will ask, “Disconnect?”—which means, “Did you
really mean it?” Just press Y (for yes) and ENTER, and
you’re off the network.

Now that you know how to log on, it’s time to start
exploring. Chapter 7 will give you some guidelines.



One evening I auto-dialed CompuServe with TELCOM
and

• Read movie reviews of Return of the Jedi and The
Man with Two Brains.

• Read Aunt Nettie’s advice to the lovelorn.
• Learned about Russia's women astronauts from the

Washington Post.
• Conversed keyboard-to-keyboard with LOUNGE

LIZARD in San Jose, California, WABBIT in Boston,
Massachusetts, and PHOENIX in Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

In a more serious frame of mind, I could have

• Downloaded word processing and calculation pro-
grams for my Model 100 from a special section of
CompuServe.

• Reviewed the latest stock quotations.
• Sent electronic mail to another subscriber.
• Engaged in forums about such topics as law, music,

and the environment with other subscribers.
• Planned a trip with the help of up-to-date airline

schedules.

• Learned about virtually any subject from the on-line
Academic American Encyclopedia.

• Received a detailed amortization schedule for any
loan from a special CompuServe program.
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Information utilities add a big new dimension to com-

puters. That dimension is even more striking when your com-

puter is as small as the Model 100.

The Big Three Information Utilities

There is so much to know about information utilities

that it would take a whole book to explain. An excellent book

is already available, The Complete Handbook of Personal

Computer Communications by Alfred Glossbrenner (St. Mar-

tin’s Press, 1983, $14.95). Now that you know quite a bit

about CompuServe, you can learn some basic facts about the

other two leading information utilities.

The Source is probably the most comprehensive informa-

tion utility, with more than 1,200 programs and services. You

can read movie reviews, UPI news and feature stories, finan-

cial and business information about stocks, bonds, and U.S.

Treasury notes. You can learn about nutrition, wine, home

repair, and many other subjects.

The Source, owned by the Reader’s Digest Association,

also has a sophisticated electronic mail service that gives

you the option of receiving mail as soon as you log on and

writing an immediate reply. You can also send out mass elec-

tronic mailings to other Source subscribers with a few extra

keystrokes.

One service, Comp-U-Star, lets you shop by computer for

over 50,000 kinds of goods. There’s a barter exchange, too, as

well as an airline reservation service. And The Source offers

“Chat,” a way to talk directly with other subscribers.

For more information, call 800-336-3330. In Virginia,

call 703-734-7500.

DOW JONES NEWS/RETRIEVAL offers a variety of

services, with an emphasis on business and finance

information—in much greater depth than The Source or

CompuServe. The information comes from a variety of
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sources, including the Wall Street Journal, Barron's, and the
Dow Jones News Service.

News about stocks, bonds, and other investments is
updated every 15 minutes. You can dig out facts about the
performance of more than 3,000 companies.

For more information, call 800-222-0081. In New Jersey,
Canada, and Alaska, call 609-452-7040.

Two Ways to Use CompuServe

There are two approaches to using CompuServe, and
these generally work for the other utilities, too. The first
approach is to be systematic and efficient: study the printed
index before going on-line. Make a shopping list of the fea-
tures you want to hit. At the first

!
prompt, type GO followed

by the CompuServe abbreviation or page number for the fea-
ture you want. The second approach is to be like I was at the
beginning: a wandering fool.

By being systematic you save time, which means you
save money. A printed index of services is available from
CompuServe by mail. Ifyou can’t wait, you can simply go on-
line, then choose option 6, Index, at the first menu. At this
point, CompuServe will display two more choices.

1 TO SEARCH INDEX
2 COMPLETE INDEX LIST

If you have a particular subject in mind, press 1 and then
be prepared to type in a word for your subject, like FI-
NANCE, or WEATHER, or SEX. Then jot down the abbrevi-
ations that appear on the screen for these subjects. For
example, for sex the abbreviation is HSX. To reach the
Human Sexuality Forum from any ! prompt, type in GO
HSX.

You can also choose option 2 and download the entire
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index into your Model 100 with F2 (Down) or print out the

index by pressing F5 (Echo), which makes your printer print

everything that comes across the screen. Note that when you

download or upload, the word “Down" or “Up" reverses on

the screen. But when you press F5, the word “Echo" appears

on the screen for the first time, then it disappears when you

press F5 again to shut off the printing.

If you know what you’re looking for, you can get a lot

done in a little time. Once, for instance, by using a shopping

list, I found that I could read the latest quotation for RCA
stock, read a detailed weather report from the Midwest, scan

national news briefs from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch ,

receive an amortization schedule for a loan, and enter my

comments on men’s and women’s relationships on the

Human Sexuality Hotline—all in less than 15 minutes.

The Wandering Approach

If adventure is more important to you than efficiency,

you might want to be initiated into the world of information

utilities with the wandering fool approach.

It suits me to wander sometimes. I like to get lost some-

where and then try to find my way out. To give you a taste,

let me tell you about one of my first experiences wandering

around CompuServe.

There I was at the Model 100 main menu, feeling like

Daniel Boone about to leave the big city. I entered TELCOM
and auto-dialed CompuServe. First I heard that rat throat

clearing sound, then I heard the chirp. Everything was going

fine as my Model 100 entered my I.D. number and password

correctly. At the first menu, I chose 5, “User Information,"

for no special reason. I just wanted to explore.

User Information gave me these choices:

1 WHAT’S NEW
2 COMMAND SUMMARY & USAGE TIPS
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3 FEEDBACK, MANUALS, PRODUCTS
4 CHANGING TERMINAL DEFAULTS
5 CHANGING YOUR PASSWORD
6 REVIEWING YOUR CHARGES
7 CHANGING CREDIT CARD INFO

8 TELEPHONE ACCESS NUMBERS
9 CURRENT RATES

1 0 COMPUSERVE VIEWPOINT
1 1 ELECTRONIC BOUNCE BACK

I chose 11 because it looked the most interesting. Compu-
Serve told me that Electronic Bounce Back is “an innovative
way for readers to request product information from partici-

pating advertisers in Ibday magazine (CompuServe’s maga-
zine). You’ll be asked to enter your name, address, and issue

date of the Ibday magazine to which you are responding.”

They want my name already? Thoughts of junk mail
entered my head. But no, I thought, these CompuServe folks

have got to be good, respectable people. So I typed in my
name and address. Then I decided to read an ad for Heathkit,

the maker of electronic kits, out of nostalgia for my kit-

building days. After that I left Electronic Bounce Back and
wandered over to “Careers with CompuServe.” I wasn’t look-

ing for a job, but I was curious about what a help wanted ad
looked like on CompuServe.“People work for various reasons,”

the screen began. “The most obvious reason is to support
yourself. But what does it take . .

.” and so on. I was getting a
lecture. I decided I’d seen enough of this section. But for some
reason “Careers with CompuServe” wasn’t pausing at each
electronic page and asking if I wanted to continue. It just kept
scrolling the words by as if it were a speed reading course.

By now I was wondering how to get out of the employ-
ment section. I shuffled through my Model 100 owner’s man-
ual. I looked in the CompuServe user’s guide. I tried pressing
B because it’s supposed to move you back a page. Then I tried

T because it’s supposed to take you back to the beginning
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menu. No response. The employment notices kept coming, like

somebody who has had four cups of coffee and won’t shut up:

“.
.

.

capable of designing and implementing programs . . .Cobol

. . . Fortran. ...” I knew I wasn’t interested in this job. Finally

it printed, “Last page. Key M for Menu.” So I hit M. But it

didn’t stop! It just kept going.

Honestly, I don’t remember how I got out of that section

of CompuServe, but I did. Next I decided to go looking for free

software for the Model 100, which I’d heard about from Radio

Shack. Supposedly, all kinds of programs were waiting for me
if I merely typed in “GO PCS 117.” So I typed it in. “Request

recorded, one moment, please,” said CompuServe. Then,

“Thank you for waiting.” Then finally, “Welcome to Software

Authors. Enter blank line for menu.” Can anyone tell me how

to enter a blank line? I pressed ENTER.

Within a minute I was thoroughly lost in the backwoods

of the Software Authors Special Interest Group. They wanted

my name, so I typed it in. “Do you wish to be added to the

member list at this time?” asked CompuServe. No way. I just

wanted to get that free software and get out. So I typed “No.”

“Why not answer yes the next time the system asks

whether you want to become a member?” asked CompuServe.

“That way the system will automatically recognize you each

time you log on, keep count of which messages you have read

and which ones you haven’t, and automatically notify you if

someone sends you a message. . . . Membership is free, so

there’s no reason to say no.”

So CompuServe thinks I should sign up, huh? I just

wanted out. I pressed O for exit, as the menu had just told me.

But CompuServe kept transmitting menus for things I didn’t

want. By now my exploring spirit was flagging and I was in a

mood to settle down with the good old Washington Post and

read some boring story about the economy.

When I was really ready to leave, I pressed F8 (Bye). The

computer said, “Disconnect?” I replied “Y,” and with a lit-

tle chirp I was off the network. Suddenly I had the strangest
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feeling that the big world I was exploring had just shrunk
back into my bedroom at 1:15 a.m.

Electronic Bulletin Boards

Once you’re feeling halfway comfortable with a big infor-

mation utility like CompuServe, you might want to explore
the smaller information services, affectionately called elec-

tronic bulletin boards. In San Francisco there are Micro Smut
and Dial-Your-Match, among others. In your town there are
probably at least a couple of homebrew information utilities

just waiting for you to log on. Once you’ve used CompuServe
or The Source, it’s not much more difficult using a local bulle-
tin board. In fact, you may set up one yourself—though you’d
need considerably heftier hardware than the Model 100.

Electronic bulletin boards are a phenomenon of the ’80s.

You don’t have to have a bank of nine Prime minicomputers,
as does The Source, to offer information and post notices. You
just need a microcomputer with a good amount of memory
and disk storage, plus a modem that automatically answers
the phone. There are more than 500 of these bulletin boards in
operation, most of which charge no membership fee.

How do you find out about local bulletin boards? Talk to
computer dealers or look for notices on the bulletin boards of
The Source and CompuServe.

TELCOM Tips

With any information utility, it will pay to have written
copies of commands and an index of services. That way,
instead of wandering through menu after menu to find CB
Simulation, for instance, you’ll just type GO CB at the first

prompt. (This assumes that your wandering days are over, of
course.)

Since the Model 100’s screen is too small to display a full

CompuServe page, and since the words do scroll by quickly,
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keep the following in mind:

• FI takes you back to the top half of a page. (In termi-

nal mode, FI is Prev. for previous screen.)

• R ENTER makes CompuServe re-send the page

you’re on.

• *S stops the scrolling wherever you are, giving you a

chance to catch up if your reading falls behind.

• *W resumes the scrolling. Once you get in the habit

of using ~S and you’ll never again feel Compu-

Serve is like an unstoppable train.

• ~C cuts into whatever you’re doing and gives you the

chance to leave it without disconnecting you from the

network.

Now that you’ve learned how to use the Model 100 to

communicate with other computers, you’re ready to use it to

help organize yourself as well. In Chapter 8, you’ll learn how

to use the Model 100 as your partner in planning all kinds of

projects in your work and personal life.
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Serious Business vs. Fun

This chapter is about increasing your productivity by
making the Model 100 your working partner. But before

Are you so busy right now that you hardly have time to
read this chapter? Well, how much are you accomplishing?
It’s been said that most people spend 80 percent of their time
working on the 20 percent lowest priority tasks. For many
people, indeed, time is both the most valuable and most
wasted resource. When a system comes along for helping you
get organized, it might look as if you can’t spare the time to
learn how to use it.

A personal computer seems like a logical tool for helping
people get organized. In fact, several programs for time man-
agement and project planning have been marketed for such
computers as the IBM PC and the Apple II. But the trouble
with these programs is partly the trouble with using
desktop—or should I say deskbound—computers in general:
you can’t take them with you when you leave your desk.

Because you can take it with you, and because in seconds
you can be using its programs, the Model 100 has huge
potential as a tool to help you manage your work life and per-
sonal life.

This chapter is exciting because it’s about a vision for
the Model 100 and other portable computers. That vision
casts portables as thought organizers and self-management
tools that help us become freer to pursue what we want in our
lives with a realistic expectation of getting it.
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getting into that, I want to talk about an important compo-

nent of productivity: fun. In the computer trade magazine

ISO World (April 25, 1983), Stewart Alsop II writes:

. . We’ve noticed that people who make and sell com-

puter products for business get very stuffy about computer

products for the home, particularly games. Business is seri-

ous after all; it’s not supposed to be fun.

“Well, watch out. We’ve begun to see some particularly

innovative work going into games, work that may well have

large significance for business programs We think this kind

of innovation will eventually be transferred to business soft-

ware. When it is, business computing will become a lot more

fun and office productivity will finally get a real boost. For

instance, we’ve decided that the real signficance of Apple’s new

Lisa computer is that it’s fun to use. All this stuff about inte-

grated software, user friendliness, or price/performance is

really minor; the true selling point is that people can do serious

business things on it and have fun at the same time.”

The truth is that we do our most creative and most pro-

ductive work when it feels like play. As you read this chapter,

remember that all the planning, organizing, report writing-

all the things you can use the Model 100 to help you do—can
be fun. In this chapter, you’ll learn a system for printing

daily to-do lists. Then we’ll get into conceiving, planning,

and managing the projects in your life—all with the aid of

your Model 100.

Daily To-Do Lists Made Simple

I’ll show you how I set up my to-do list every day. You’re

invited to modify this system so that it will work optimally

for you. My system revolves around a program Radio Shack

provides in the Model 100 owner’s manual on pages 202-204.

This is a sorting program that lets you rearrange entries of

any file into alphabetical or numerical order. You’ll need to

copy this program into your computer before you can use
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this todo list system, and it will take you about a half hour

to do so. Once the program is entered, it should be saved onto

a cassette so you need never re-enter it. Copying this pro-

gram requires no programming skills—just the willingness

to hack away for a half hour, and to copy each seemingly

meaningless line of code.

Having done that, you’re ready to build your to-do lists.

1 . Enter NOTE.DO (or create it if you haven’t yet).

2 . Start typing in your own appointments, phone calls, and

other tasks that you want to remember, but only for the cur-

rent month. Appointments for succeeding months will go

into another file. The format you use is the key to the suc-

cess of this system.

First type in a two digit number for the date. The third of

the month is written 03. Next type in a symbol for the nature

of the activity: # for phone calls, @ for appointments and

meetings, and ! for other to-do tasks. Then leave two

spaces. One of these spaces can later be used for another

symbol if you want to further define the nature of your entry.

Then type in a brief note about your activity, using any

abbreviations you want, and as much detail as you need.

For example, you can type in detailed directions to a meet-

ing under one entry as long as you don’t press ENTER until

the end. Just remember to use ENTER to separate one

entry from the next.

3. Return to the main menu with F8 (Menu).

4 . Position the menu cursor over the sort program you’ve pre-

viously copied into your Model 100, and press ENTER. The

program will ask you, “Which file to sort?” and lists your

files above the question.

5 . Type in NOTE.DO, then press ENTER. Across the top of

the screen appears what looks like a ruler. The “1” stands

for 10, the “2” for 20. Below the ruler is your first line

from NOTE.DO and below that is the message “Begin at

position: ?”
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6. Type in 1 and press ENTER. This means that the sort

begins at the first character you typed in. The next ques-

tion then appears: “End at position: ?”

7 . Type in 4 and ENTER. The sorting process begins immedi-

ately, though nothing appears to be happening on the

screen. Have patience. Depending on the length of your

NOTE.DO file, this sorting can take more than a minute—
which seems awfully long on a computer. When the com-
puter is done, “OK” appears on-screen.

8. Press F8 (Menu) to return to the menu, then get back into

your NOTE.DO file.

Voila! All your to-dos are in chronological order. In addi-

tion, on any given date the to-do tasks (!) start the list,

followed by all the phone calls (#), followed by any appoint-

ments or meetings (@|—just because that’s the way the sort

program sorts those symbols. If you use different symbols,
of course, you’ll get a different order.

Making Today’s To-Do List

But how do you get from a chronological list to a to-do

list for today?

03# John ,
776-3445

«

043 Noon , Sheraton Blue Rn i. mtoM
06! Mail Itr to IRS. MUST (50 TODAY !

<

*r

Figure 8.1:Phone John on the third of the month. Attend meeting at the Shera-

ton Blue Room at noon on the fourth. Send out a letter on the sixth. That's

what these entries mean.
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9

.

Press F7 {Select).

1 0. Move the cursor to the last entry for today’s date. As you

move the cursor, the entries will reverse on the screen

(white characters on black background). Everything you

want included in today’s to-do list should end up reversed.

1 1 . Press F5 (Copy) to copy that section of NOTE.DO.

1

2

. Press F8 (Menu) to return to the menu.

13. Enter TEXT and create a new file called, say, NT12— the

“NT” for note, the “12” for the twelfth of the month.

1

4

. Press PASTE and your chosen section of NOTE.DO will

whomp into view. All that’s left are some finishing touches.

15. At the top, type in today’s date.

1 6. Space, down a couple of lines, and type in your own sum-
mary of today’s highlights. Or maybe you’d prefer a few

words of wisdom from your favorite guru. Or you might just

write “Have a nice day”—whatever it takes to motivate you

to execute your to-dos. Then space down a couple of lines

before you start the entries.

1 7. If you have any @ items, separate these from the other

entries with a couple of spaces. It is easier to find them
when you’re looking for your next appointment of the day.

18. When you’ve gotten the kind of form you want, press

SHIFT and PRINT. Select a suitable width—say 72 for

standard 8V2 by 11 -inch paper.

19. Press ENTER. Your printer will immediately start printing

your list.

This process might seem detailed and time consuming.
But when you’re used to it, you can sort, copy, format, and
print a to-do list in about five minutes every morning.
Throughout the day you can write in new to-dos for this day
and succeeding days—using the same date and symbol
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system—and then when you get a chance you can enter your

new information into NOTE.DO.

The switch from notebook to portable computer takes

some getting used to. But now that I’m familiar with this sys-

tem, I love it. You don’t even have to carry the Model 100 with

you to every appointment during the day. You can just carry

your printed sheet of paper. If you leave behind the 100 and
are concerned about inadvertently scheduling conflicting

appointments, just print out a separate sheet listing all your

appointments for the month. To produce this, enter SCHEDL
and press F5 (Lfnd ) and @ to print out all your @ entries.

Germinating Ideas

Now we’re going to delve deeper into the art and science

of getting results, from conception through planning to exe-

cution. I’m about to tell you how the Model 100 can help you
in all three stages. The first stage is what I call germination.

As a writer, I love my Model 100. I’ve never felt so free to

write my thoughts and feelings whenever they occur. I’ve

gotten out of bed at 3:15 a.m. to create a file called NSIGHT.
On a whim, I started a file called NWBKS to list a stream of

ideas I was getting for new books I’d like to write. I kept

coming back to these files for several days, adding to them
with CTRL 1 whenever I had a new idea. The thoughts in

these files were always available to restimulate me and keep

my creative juices churning. This is what germination is all

about.

This isn’t only useful for writers or for “creative” pro-

jects. For example, try starting a file called LIST to use for

your weekly shopping list. Or if you’re planning a business

trip, start a file called TRIP to collect all your thoughts and

plans for the trip—in no particular order. Or open a different

file for each of several important clients, just for storing

your miscellaneous thoughts on each one—again, without

being concerned about the form of your thoughts. Just
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remember to use CTRL \ whenever you want to reach the end

of your file instantly.

Can you see how this little plastic box can serve as your

personal thought collector and idea restimulator? Open a dif-

ferent file for each potential project and pour out your

thoughts and feelings whenever you get them. Let your ideas

flow for a while. Then when you’re ready to see everything on

paper, connect a printer and print away.

Just letting yourself record your ideas in no particular

order might feel funny at first. But it’s truly valuable as the

starting point for a project. One reason it’s so great to record

your thoughts on a computer is that no matter how incoher-

ent your writing seems, word processing tends to make it

Figure 8.2: Wherever you are, you can use the Model 100 as your personal idea

germinator—for writing shopping lists, travel plans, or any other projects.
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look coherent. That’s certainly more than I can say for my
handwriting, which borders on hieroglyphics.

This process is intended to be pleasurable. When I’m
writing for the fun of getting down my ideas—without con-
cern about their worth or their form— I do my best germinat-
ing. And since it often takes several minutes to get warmed
up creatively, I sometimes start typing without feeling
inspired, then keep at it and let my energy intensify. On the
occasions when it doesn’t, I can easily kill the file.

In fact, killing a file may turn out to be the ’80s equiva-
lent of jerking a piece of typing paper out of your typewriter,
crumpling it, and casting it to the floor. If you like, you can
get just as emotional about it as any temperamental writer.
All your little computer will ever say is “OK.”

From Germination to Project List

After you’ve germinated for a while on a particular sub-
ject, it’s time to make a project out of it, and in turn subdi-
vide the big project into little projects and finally into
individual tasks. This is basic planning, which you can use
on any project from looking for a job to planning a trip
around the world. But how do you get from germinated ideas
to projects?

With your printed ideas file in hand, create a new file

name for the project—like CMPTR if your project is buying
a computer. Then enter that file. First, at the top, write out
the goal of the project as clearly and concisely as you can.
For CMPTR, the goal might be “to buy a microcomputer for
my business by December 31.”

Next, with the goal established, start listing projects off

the top of your head. Start with what seems like the first pro-
ject needed to accomplish the goal and go on from there, using
this form: begin every project with a number indicating its

order, followed by a decimal point and zero. Then press the
TAB key, write the project description in a couple of words,
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and end it by pressing ENTER. Look at this example:

1.0 Do research.

2.0 Shop.

3.0 Buy.

You can come back later and add other projects. Just

press CTRL and \ to go to the end of the file, and remember

to use this decimal system to organize new ideas for sorting

later. For example, you might think of these projects:

0.

7

Determine uses for computer.

2.5 Arrange financing.

3.5 Arrange setup and training.

When you’ve thought of all the projects, just run the sort

program to produce a list in the right order. Once your pro-

ject list is complete, I recommend printing it so you can refer

to it as you create lists of tasks for each separate project.

Projects into Tasks

You’ll create task lists for each project the same way you

created your master project list. For each task list, first

0.7 I 1 0 1-0 (-'
ill 1 ('!0 Li.£0 £> -for co ri

!p u.t0r . *

i. 0 Do r050arch .
4

-

2.0 Shop . 4
•“i C7 Arrange f inane:mg. *

3. 0 Buy. *
C"

•J!' Arranga sot-up and training .

*

*

a

Figure 8.3: After sorting by number, a project list for buying a computer might

look like this.
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write a goal—what you specifically want to accomplish when
the last task is done. Then start typing in individual tasks,

using a decimal place to let you sort them into correct order
later. You may find it easier to type in each task without a
number—as it comes to you—and then to go back and type
numbers at the beginning of each line when you’ve got a bet-

ter idea of the order. Once you sort your task list, I recom-
mend that you print it for later reference.

How do you transfer your tasks into daily to-dos? Use F7
(Select) and F5 (Copy) for your entire task list, then PASTE
the list into NOTE.DO. Once your list is contained in

Figure 8.4: Diagram of germination into projects into tasks into to-dos.
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NOTE.DO, you can tack dates onto the beginning of each

line (and delete the decimal numbers if you want). Then,

when you do your daily NOTE.DO sort, these tasks will

appear among the tasks for each day. Remember, you can

annotate these task entries as much as you want—for exam-

ple, with phone numbers and addresses of computer dealers

you’re planning to visit as part of your computer-buying

project. Just remember, when you press ENTER, you end

the entry.

What happens when you’ve filled up your computer’s

memory with germination files, project files, and task files

—

and you need some memory free for another project? If you

don’t want to permanently erase all those files, you can save

some of them onto a cassette, then kill them in the Model

100’s memory. Saving files onto cassettes is what the next

chapter is all about.

Note: I thank Lloyd Dubroff for inspiring parts of this

section—though he should not be held accountable for any

flaws in this highly abbreviated approach to the science of

results-getting.
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One of the big differences between the Model 100 and a
desktop computer is that with the Model 100, all your pro-
grams and files are stored in memory, and are ready to use in
an instant. With a desktop computer, you have to load soft-
ware from floppy diskettes. The process takes longer and is
more complicated. If a disk drive malfunctions—and since
it s a mechanical device, that’s not uncommon—in one second
it can wipe out all the accounting files or the book you’ve
been writing.

A desktop computer has memory, too, but it’s volatile,

whereas the Model 100 has nonvolatile memory. Volatile
memory is erased when you turn off the power, so you’d bet-
ter remember to save your current file on disk before you
flick the switch on these computers. The Model 100’s nonvol-
atile memory always gives you the benefit of the doubt. It
will automatically save any file; you must go back and
instruct the computer to kill a file if you want it erased.

However, there will come a time when you’ll run up
against the limits of this nonvolatile memory, which at its

maximum is still only half of what most personal computers
offer. You might be writing a letter or report one day, when
suddenly the screen says, “Memory full.” At that point you
look at the main menu to see what you can erase, but there’s
no file you want to kill. What can you do? You simply hook
up a cassette recorder with the cassette cable (#26-1207,
$5.95) and save your file onto a cassette.
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1

The Bad News and the Good News

The bad news is that cassette storage is the only system

of saving files outside the computer that Radio Shack has

provided (other than transferring your files to another com-

puter). And using cassettes can be a real pain—mainly

because cassettes are less reliable and much slower to use

than floppy disks.

The good news is that cassette storage doesn’t have to be

as difficult as you might think. Mainly, this process just

takes the right equipment and, well, patience.

How to Save a Test File to Cassette

1 . Insert a leaderless cassette in your recorder. (I recommend

Radio Shack’s C-20 leaderless cassette, #26-301 , $3.79.)

2. Rewind to take up any slack.

3. Reset the tape recorder counter to zero.

4. Plug In the cassette connector cables. The notch on the

cylindrical plug should face up as you slide in that end to

the Model 100. At the recorder end, the big gray plug goes

into your AUX input on the Radio Shack CCR-81. (Or into

your MIC input if you’re using another recorder.) The little

gray plug goes into the REMOTE jack. The black plug goes

into the earphone jack.

5. Press down the RECORD and PLAY buttons together. The

tape will not start moving yet.

6. Enter the file you intend to save.

7. Press F3 (Save). “Save to:’’ will appear on your screen.

8. Type In a name up to six letters long, with no extension. This

name needn’t be the same as the file name you’ve been

using. It should be relevant to the contents, however, since

you may be left with only the 6-letter title to jog your memory

later. Write this title on your cassette Index card or In your log.
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9

.

Press ENTER. The tape will start moving and you’ll proba-
bly hear a clicking sound coming from the Model 100.
When the transfer is complete, “Save to:” will leave the
screen and the tape will stop moving. Write down the tape
counter number on the right side of the title.

See Section A for directions on saving a program file.

It’s a bit different.

How to Load a File from Cassette

1 . Insert the cassette into the recorder.

2 . Rewind to the beginning of the tape.

3 . Reset the counter to zero.

4 . Find the index number for your file on your cassette index
card or in your log.

5 . FAST FORWARD to a place on the tape a couple of digits

before that number—so you’ll be sure to start playing back
the file from the very beginning.

6. Hook up the cables just as you would for saving a file.

7 . Set the volume control between 4 and 5 (assuming you’re
using Radio Shack’s CCR-81 computer cassette recorder—
#26-1208, $59.95).

8. Open a new text file. Or enter an existing file if you wish to
add what’s on the cassette to something you’ve already
written.

9 . Press F2 (Load). “Load from:” will appear on the screen.

1 0. Type In the name of your cassette file exactly the way you
saved it (upper- or lowercase doesn’t matter).

1 1 . Press ENTER. The tape will start moving, and the Model
100 will start looking for your file. If you’re way off, and the
recorder hits the beginning of the wrong file, the screen
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will say, “SKIP: filename.” When it comes to the right

filename, it’ll say, “FOUND: filename.” All the while the

recorder is playing back the tape, by the way, the computer

will emit a horrible shrill sound, like a gopher being tor-

tured. It’s actually the sound of the stream of data being

transmitted. When the loading is complete, the recorder

will stop, and the file will appear on the screen.

If the file isn’t found, rewind the tape further back. You

probably started after the beginning—which means the com-

puter didn’t get a chance to read the filename. If you’re sure

you started at the right spot, rewind and try adjusting the

volume up or down a number or two. The Model 100 may also

tell you “Load aborted” when it doesn’t have enough mem-

ory to take it in. You’ll have to find something you can kill (or

save to cassette, then kill), then go back and try again.

Cassette Tips—
How to Make the Best of These Non-Disks

Tip 1: Use the Radio Shack CCR-81 Computer Cassette

Recorder (#26-1208, $59.95). Don’t try to get by vtith a dis-

count store cheapie recorder, or even your music-quality

Sony. The CCR-81 is specially designed to record and play

back data, not music. Its head actually slants at a different

angle than that of a regular tape recorder head.

If I sound a little zealous about this point, it’s because I

learned the hard way—by saving about a half dozen files

onto my trusty hand-held Sony TCM-5, which is a great tool

for taking interviews. When I tried to load back the files, I

couldn’t. I fiddled with volume and tone settings without

luck. I got angry. The files still wouldn’t load. I couldn’t

understand—because earlier, the little Sony had successfully

saved and loaded back several files. When I went in to my
neighborhood Radio Shack, the guys tried switching cables,

and even switching computers. Then they told me to get the
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right recorder, the CCR-81. Since I bought it, I’ve had no
problems saving and retrieving files.

Tip 2: Use one kind of high quality tape for all your data
recording. You might as well use Radio Shack computer cas-
settes. They come in two sizes: C-10 (five minutes per side)
and C-20 (ten minutes per side, leaderless). Leaderless cas-
settes are preferable because, with them, you don’t have to
worry about winding beyond the leader before recording.

Tip 3: Find the right playback volume and use it consistently.
The correct playback volume is critical to the proper loading
of a file. If it s too faint, the Model 100 won’t pick up the
data. If it’s too loud, the data will overload the Model 100’s
circuits and you’ll either get errors or, more likely, an
aborted load. The recommended setting for the CCR-81 is 4
to 5—that’s about midway. If you’re using another recorder,
you can experiment to find the range of levels that work. Try
loading with a very low level. Keep inching up the level until
you get a successful load. Remember the number for that
level. Then advance the level higher and higher until you no
longer get a load. At this point you will have found the usa-
ble range. The midpoint of that range is probably the best
setting. Stick with it.

Tip 4: Keep an accurate log of your cassettes. Record counter
settings for every file.

The Sam Redman Philosophy

Sam Redman is one of the founders of the Portable Com-
puter Support Group, a company that has produced the most
impressive set of software for the Model 100 that I’ve seen—
all on cassettes. He is also a devotee of the Model 100 who
has carried cassette storage about as far as it can go.

“Many persons have a reluctance to use the cassette
recorder and want to hold all their programs, and all their
work, in the RAM,” Redman writes in his user’s guide to the
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Businesspak + series of programs that his company pro-

duces. “You need to start thinking in terms of the cassette

tapes as being an extension of your memory, and learn that

you can become extremely adept at loading programs and

files on and off as you need them.”

Redman recommends that you buy a three-ring binder

and equip it with three Radio Shack cassette trays, each with

room for six cassettes. Then buy 18 C-20 computer cassettes

and several packages of cassette labels—and store all these

in the notebook.

Redman also suggests that you buy a special piece of

luggage to hold the Model 100 and the recorder, so that you

can leave them connnected almost all the time, and then just

flip open the case when you want to use them.

From then on the key is managing your cassettes. Keep

all your related programs in one tray of your notebook, accu-

rately labeled. Get in the habit of dumping files you’re not

using onto cassettes, says Redman, to free your Model 100 s

memory for the programs you want to use and for any extra

space you might want available. “Memory is only a problem

with the Model 100 if you are restricted in thinking your

RAM capacity is all you need for your memory,” says

Redman.

Security and the Model 100

Sometimes you should save a file on cassette even when

you’re going to keep it in memory. Why? Because something

just might go wrong with your Model 100.

One night I forgot to turn off my Model 100. 1 had previ-

ously disabled its automatic shut-off so I could leave it on

continuously during the day while it was connected to elec-

trical current. So it stayed on all night, which certainly did it

no harm. When I saw the screen in the morning—still dis-

playing the last couple of lines of a CB Simulation

conversation— I turned it off.
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When I turned it back on, the screen was blank. I mean
blank. There was no menu, no date and time, and no sign of
my files and programs. What happened? I switched it off and
on a few more times and adjusted the screen knob. I hit all
kinds of key combinations. No change. So I turned the Model
100 back off again. I phoned my Radio Shack store and they
had no idea what I should do. A few minutes later, for no rea-
son I understand, when I turned the Model 100 on again,
everything was there! All of my tiles and programs, and the
date and time. Whew! I don’t know what had gone wrong—

I

presume it was related to leaving it on all night—but this
episode taught me that I shouldn’t place complete trust in
the magic of my Model 100. If I really needed any files, I’d
better start saving them on cassette just in case.

With some files, it probably makes more sense for you to
print them rather than to save them on cassette. Your phone
number listing is a good example. You might want to alpha-
betize it and print out a new version every few weeks. If, for
any reason, your precious Model 100 goes down, you’ve still

got the information printed on paper.

Take a look at your menu right now. Which files would it
kill you to lose? Save them or print them, soon.



As great as the Model 100 is, it’s probably not every-

thing you could ever want in a portable computer. After your

infatuation wears off, you’re likely to wish for more. If wish-

ing were getting, I’d wish that the Model 100

• connected to a video terminal.

• ran more software.

• had more memory.
• connected to disk drives.

• came with a sturdy, elegant carrying case.

• could connect to a compact battery-powered printer.

Well, parts of my wish list are already reality, with more

on the way. When the Model 100 hit the market in March
1983, software and hardware designers went to work creat-

ing products for it. They knew that this thing held a special

allure and that profits would come to those who created suc-

cessful add-ons—products that genuinely expand the com-

puter’s capabilities.

In this chapter, you’ll find a round-up of products for the

Model 100—products that were either available or

announced at the time of this writing. In this fast-paced

marketplace, you can bet there are a half dozen new prod-

ucts, including a couple of sensational ones, that weren’t

announced until after this book went to press.
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Four Magazines

To help you keep up with the newest developments—and
to get more enjoyment from your Model 100—I recommend
you subscribe to a Model 100 magazine. You can choose from
three.

Portable 100
Computer Publishing Company
Highland Mill

Camden, ME 04843

(207) 236-9621

Monthly. $24.97/year.

From the publisher of Color Computer, a magazine for

users of the Radio Shack Color Computer:

PCM—The Portable Computing Magazine
9529 U.S. Highway 42

P.O. Box 209

Prospect, KY 40059

(502) 228-4492

Monthly. $28/year.

From the publisher of The Rainbow, another Color Com-
puter magazine:

Briefcase Portable
560 S. Hartz, Suite 447

Danville, CA 94526

(800) 227-1617, ext. 425; California: (800) 772-3545, ext.425

Monthly. $19/year; $29/2 years.

According to the editor, Dave Gourley, this magazine
will also include articles about the Epson and NEC lap
computers.
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Besides these three, there’s also Portable Computer, a

magazine devoted to portable computers in general

—

including the 25- and 30-pound “transportables” such as the

Osborne, Kaypro, and Compaq.

Portable Computer
Miller Freeman Publications

500 Howard Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

(415) 397-1881

Monthly. $15.97/year.

Software

A lot of people are working on programs for the Model

100. Radio Shack itself is developing a second ROM chip to

fill the other receptable inside the case. And while Radio

Shack’s executives won’t say publicly what that ROM chip

will contain, the best guess is that it will be a spreadsheet

program.

Let’s take a quick look at software that’s been announced

for the Model 100. Most of these products were not available

for review as this was being written. Moreover, I can’t vouch

for the stability of these companies. For more information,

you should contact them yourself.

Compute/Account
Box 3304

McLean, VA 22103

(703)759-3838

Accounting software that calculates compound interest,

ordinary annuities, annuities due, double declining balance

depreciation, prorating, constant dollar calculations, bond

and pension costs, capital lease amortization, net present

value, and simple interest and discount.
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Contour
4960 Hamilton Ave., Suite 215
San Jose, CA 95130

(408) 370-1700

“The Loan Handler,” a program for in-the-field process-
ing of mortgage loan applications, in conjunction with an
Apple II.

Reliable Software
P.O.Box 1572

Cambridge, MA 02238

(617) 491-1449

“Stock Man,” a stock portfolio management program
which keeps track of several stock portfolios. Automatically
logs on to Dow Jones News Service and retrieves the latest
quotes for your portfolio. Stock Man will evaluate securities
and cash in the portfolios and produce summaries as well as
year-end tax records.

QuickView Systems
146 Main St., Suite 404

Los Altos, CA 94022

(415) 965-0327

Personal filing systems (data management) designed to
be extremely easy to use. The software uses techniques
described in the forthcoming book, The Elements ofFriendly
Software Design, by Paul Heckel, Quickview’s president.

Menlo Systems
3790 El Camino Real, Suite 221

Palo Alto, CA 94306

(415) 856-0727
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“Autoplot,” a graphics program that works with the
Radio Shack CGP-115 color printer to print line graphs, bar
graphs, and scatter plots. The program uses data you input
from the keyboard, call from memory, or call from a math
function you input.

The Electronic Office
1245 Lynwood Mall

Twin Falls, ID 83301

(208) 734-0554

Two programs: 1) A data-gathering program that helps
fish and game departments and others who work in the field

to record information for later processing by a larger com-
puter. 2) A trucker’s log program that will save paperwork at
the end of a trucking run by allowing a truck driver to record
all his standard logbook information, including expenses, in
the Model 100, produce a report, and send it over the modem.

Dataccount
516 S.E. Morrison, Suite 820

Portland, OR 97214

(503) 232-0490

Three programs: 1) Real estate investment analysis:
keeping track of before- and after-tax cash flow, each year’s

internal rate of return, and more. 2) Time keeping: recording
time spent on each client, for professionals, using the Model
100’s built-in clock. 3) Data collection: gathering, recording,
and compiling data—for sales people, inventory, telephone
canvassing, and utility meter reading.

Custom Computer Services
1743 28th St. S.W.

Wyoming, MI 49509

(616) 531-5090
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Two programs: 1) A program to let the Model 100 access

data and perform all major functions of the Profile and Pro-

file Plus data management programs that run on the Radio

Shack Model II computer— all via modem. 2) A pilots’ pro-

gram for performing numerous calculations, including

actual airspeed, weight and balance problems, time and dis-

tance problems, and course plotting.

SilverWare
Box 1448

Santa Barbara, CA 93102

(805) 965-6404

Four games in one package: “Blockade,” “Frankenstein

Adventure,” “Alexis Adventure,” and “Reversi.” One of

these, “Blockade,” is actually a video game in which you use

the keyboard to control the movement of a snakelike graph-

ics character who tries to eat up another little graphics char-

acter that appears randomly on the screen.

Portable Computer Support Group
11035 Harry Hines Blvd., #207

Dallas, TX 75229

(214) 351-0564

A total of 13 business programs on cassettes. Six of the

programs are contained in a package called “Business-

pak + .”

These are the programs: “Write+,” a word processor

that offers much wider format control (margins at top and

bottom, left and right, footers, headers) than the built-in

word processor; “Expns + ,” a financial record-keeping pro-

gram that in some ways works better than the calcalikes;

“Graph +,” a graphics program for producing bar, line, and

pie graphs; “Telex + ,” which allows you to send messages to

Telex machines; “Put+” a data-handling program; and
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“Sort + which lets you sort from “Put + ” files.

The other seven programs: “Data + ," a data manager

that allows editing of records and can also print mailing

labels; “Type + ” which lets the Model 100 turn a printer into

an electronic typewriter; “Tutor + ,” a game that teaches

touch typing; “Sort2 + ,” a second sort program that con-

serves memory; “Wand + which works with Data+ using

bar code readers; “Logon + ,” a communications program;

and “Tenky + ,” which converts the Model 100 into a desk cal-

culator with numerous features.

Several of Portable Computer Support Group's products

are expected to be sold through Radio Shack stores.

Traveling Software, Inc.

11050 Fifth Ave. N.E.

Seattle, WA 98125

(206) 367-8090

Nine business-oriented programs and one educational

game. Seven programs form the Business Manager Series:

“Traveling Time Manager,” “Traveling Appointment Man-

ager,” “Traveling Sales Manager,” “Traveling Expense Man-

ager," “Traveling Project Manager," “Traveling Tax

Manager,” and “Traveling Accountant.” All these programs

are compatible with one another. For instance, Tax Manager

can use Expense Manager to help summarize tax-deductible

expenses. An eighth product, “Traveling Communicator,"

allows you to format information from the Business Man-

ager Series for use with a variety of programs used on

desktop computers. Two other products are “Traveling

Money/Metric Exchange,” which converts any currency in

the world to any other and converts volume, distance, and

weight values into metric values; and “Wordmania,” a word

guessing game that can be played by children or adults,

depending on the words you enter.
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Prickly-Pear Software
9234 E. 30th St.

Tucson, AZ 85710

(602) 886-1505

“Astrology” casts complete horoscopes. “Monsters &
Magic, Viking!” and “Gangbusters” are games. “Bowling
League Manager” handles bowling-league record-keeping.

Skyline Marketing Corporation
4510 W. Irving Park Rd.

Chicago, IL 60641

(312) 286-0762

The Porta Series,” five business-oriented programs:
“PortaCalc,” an electronic spreadsheet that provides a 14-
column by 26-row workspace; “PortaStat,” for doing correla-
tion, regression analysis, covariance, and descriptive
statistics; “PortaFin,” for doing various financial calcula-
tions; “PortaMax,” which uses the “simplex” method of linear
programming to maximize or minimize a function; and “Por-
taFolio,” an investments program.

Computer Solutions Company
901 Embassy Square Blvd.

Louisville, KY 40299

(502) 491-6122

“QuickPlot,” a graphics program for producing line, bar,
and pie-charts in color with the Radio Shack CGP-115 color
printer.

Growth Associates
1901 East First St.

Newton, KS 67114

(316) 283-2400
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“Typit”, a text formatting program. “Term2” facilitates

the use of the Model 100 as a terminal with other computers.
“ELF” eliminates line feeds when a word processing file is

downloaded to the Model 100.

Hardware

Radio Shack's own bar code reader is expected out about
the time this book is published. It will cost approximately
$100 and, according to Radio Shack, will come with software
for reading three standard kinds of bar codes : NATI, UPC,
and Three of Nine. At time of publication, this was the extent
of available information about Tandy’s bar code reader.

Green Mountain Micro
Roxbury, VT 05669

(802) 485-6112

A bubble memory module to give the Model 100 more
storage capacity is designed to make the most of the Model
100’s portability. Bubble memory is a technology for storing
a lot in a small space. Until recently it was considered too
expensive for wide use. The memory module is contained in a
plastic shell that replaces the bottom of the 100, adding
about 1 inch to its thickness and about 2 pounds to the
weight - including a set of 9 AA batteries for power. The
module will come in 128K increments, up to 512K.

Iota Systems
1690 Day Valley Rd.

Aptos, CA 95003

(408) 684-0482

8K memory chips to expand a Model 100 to its full 32K
memory for less cost than the Radio Shack chips. Radio
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Shack’s own 8K chips cost $119.95—installation extra. Iota

says the users can install these chips themselves.

Holmes Engineering, Inc.

5175 Green Pine Dr.

Murray, UT 84107

(801) 261-5652

Three products: 1) A wafer tape drive for outboard stor-

age of files and programs. Wafer tape is a method that is

slower than disks but a lot faster and more reliable than cas-

settes. The drive runs on a rechargeable battery and may
come with additional memory built-in that can be used as

extra memory for the Model 100. 2) A disk drive using 5 Vi-

inch disks, running on AC power, and having 180K (format-

ted) of storage. 3) Memory chips (8K) to allow upgrading the

Model 100 to its full memory capacity (32K) for less than

Radio Shack charges.

Carrying Cases

By now you’ve probably seen the carrying case Radio

Shack sells. Unfortunately, Radio Shack went back to their

cheap-is-good marketing philosophy and came up with a 20-

inch by 14-inch by 4-inch molded plastic shell that looks like

a toy attache case and sells for $49.95 (#26-3809). The case

holds the computer and the cassette recorder, acoustic cups,

and other accessories.

As an alternative you can carry your Model 100 in a

standard attache case. If you have a 5-inch attache, there’s

room to hold cassettes, cables, and batteries as well.

Another alternative is the Sam Redman approach: buy a

nice big “soft sider” nylon briefcase at a luggage store, with

plenty of room to hold the computer and cassette recorder,

always connected. For ease of use, get the kind that lets you

unzip it completely around the edge.

Another idea is the Pelican photography carrying case,
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available at camera stores. It is light, very strong, water-
proof, and contains foam you can cut to fit the Model 100 and
a few accessories—including the cassette recorder. Retail
price for the Pelican: $99.95. For information: Pelican Prod-
ucts, Inc., 23763 Madison St., Iterance, CA 90505. Phone:
(213) 373-7358.

The best carrying case would be roomy enough to hold
the computer and its recorder, plus a few cables and cas-
settes. It would be strong enough to take some knocking
around. And it should look as elegant as the sleek little
Model 100, too.

So what is next? More software, disk drives from more
than one source, and probably a video screen interface. And
someday someone will probably make a truly handsome
attache case fitted to the Model 100’s dimensions.

Figure 10.1: The Radio Shack carrying case contains room for acoustic cups,
cassette recorder, and accessory cables.
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There’s probably an upgrade of the Model 100 on its way,

too. “We are always working on the next version of anything

we have on the market,” says Ed Juge, Radio Shack’s Direc-

tor of Merchandising for business computer products. “But

maybe we’re preparing wish lists for things that are not even

technologically available yet. So don’t think that to mean

that in six months to a year there’s going to be another prod-

uct.” Meanwhile, this computer—just the way it is—remains

an incredibly useful tool, my favorite adult toy, the undeni-

able inspiration for a number of competing clones, and a phe-

nomenon in an industry where major advances are merely

the norm. Thanks, Radio Shack, for the Model 100.
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If you want to learn how to write computer programs,

you’ve come to the wrong place. This chapter is not about

that. If you just want to do more things with your Model
100—including seeing more of its graphics and music
potential—then by all means, read on. This section lists lines

of BASIC code for you to copy into your Model 100. All you

have to do is type them in exactly as printed.

I didn’t create these programs. Some clever program-

mers did. Until recently, in fact, I had no interest in program-

ming, thinking it the province of some other breed of

humans. What piqued my interest was copying the Radio

Shack sorting program from pages 202-204 of the owner’s

manual. I wanted to alphabetize my phone listings, and the

manual said this little program would do it.

So I sat down, propped open the manual beside me, and

painstakingly typed in lines like “IF EOF(l) THEN GOTO
1470.” A half hour later, the program was complete.

But alas, when I tried it, it jammed on me, saying —as I

recall—“OM Error, 1070.”

I was in luck, however, because my brother—a veteran

programmer—was visiting me. The manual told us that

“OM” means out of memory. Then we looked at line 1070 of

the program. It said: “CLEAR 2000.” My brother explained

that at this point in the program the computer needed 2,000

bytes of memory free in which to do the alphabetizing, and

there was a good chance my phone list was too long to be

alphabetized in 2,000 bytes.
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Okay! So let’s just say “CLEAR 8000.” I didn’t care if I

was being extravagant with memory. I just wanted results.

So I typed in “CLEAR 8,000” and then made sure my main
menu said at least 8,000 bytes were free. Then I tried the sort

program again. It took about a full minute, which feels like

forever when you’re spoiled by computers. And then the
screen simply said, “OK.”

I went back into my address file, where first names are

listed first. I was thrilled! Now Alan was at the beginning
and Zelda was at the end. Such a simple thing brought joy to

my heart.

That was the beginning of my interest in programming.
And it hasn’t progressed much beyond that point. I found I

could type in “sound” and a number between 0 and 16383,
followed by a comma and a number between 0 and 255. When
I pressed ENTER I’d hear a musical tone, the frequency
determined by the first number and the duration determined
by the second. (For some reason, the higher the frequency
number, the lower the frequency.) So I’ve just been punching
in odd combinations of numbers and durations, then playing
them back. It’s more fun than watching TV.

How does a computer program work anyway? Put sim-

ply, each line of code is an instruction to the computer to do
something very specific—sometimes as simple as moving a
piece of information from one place in the computer’s mem-
ory to another. To do word processing or anything else that
makes a computer useful to most people, a program often

must contain thousands of lines of code.

BASIC is one of the most easy-to-learn languages for

computer programming. BASIC is an acronym that stands
for Beginner’s All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. It

was invented in 1964 and is provided with many microcom-
puters including the Model 100.

If you’d like to print page numbers at the top of each
page of your reports, provide games for your children, or see
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a demonstration of the graphics potential of the Model then

this chapter holds something for you.

How do you get started? Just enter BASIC and start

typing.

Making Corrections is Different in BASIC
As you copy these programs, I guarantee you’ll make

mistakes. You can’t just go back a line and make corrections,

however. That’s because you’re in BASIC, not TEXT. To cor-

rect the line you’re in, just backspace. To correct a previous

line, type the word edit and press ENTER. Your program will

be converted into a text file. Do your editing, then press F8

(Exit) and wait. The Model 100 will convert the lines back

into BASIC. They may not look any different, but to the com-

puter they are.

When you’re all done and want to try out a program,

press F3 (Save) and type in the name of the program (the

computer will add a .BA extension). At this point you can

either press F4 (Run) to run your program, or go back into

the menu, find the program title with the menu cursor, and

press ENTER. I prefer the second way because it assures me
that my program has really been saved under its own name.

When you’ve found that the program works, you should

make a copy of it on cassette. Then when you don’t want to run

this program, you can free up your memory for other things.

The first four programs that follow were downloaded

from CompuServe. Thanks to CompuServe and the individ-

ual programmers for allowing these programs to appear in

this book.

Print Formatting

This program lets you do some of the things you wish you

could do with TEXT, like setting margins and putting page

numbers on your pages. Attach your printer before running it.

(The program’s author wishes to remain anonymous.)
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1 ’NEWPRT.100 4/19/83 (ADAPTED)
2 ' <GR PH > P IN TEXT FORCES END OF PAGE
3 ’DEFAULTS FOR MARGINS (L,R),
4 ' PRINT TITLE ON PAGE 1 ( H DS) , AND
5 1 LINE SPACING <LS) ARE IN LINE 20
6 '

10 CLS : CLEAR 2000 : S=0 : FILES
20 L=20 : R=60 : HDS="Y" : LS=1
30 CS=STRINGSC60 / 32) : LN=0 : PG=1
40 G0SU8 100
42 INPUT "FILE NAME TO PRINT"; N$
50 GOSUB 100
52 INPUT "MARGINS CL,R) "; L, R
54 IF L=0 THEN L=1
60 L$=STRING$(L-1 ,32) : GOSUB 100
62 INPUT "LINE SPACING (1 OR 2) "; LS
70 GOSUB 100
72 INPUT "ENTER PAGE TITLE"; H$
80 GOSUB 100
82 INPUT "TITLE ON PAGE 1? CT/N) "; HDS
85 OPEN N$ FOR INPUT AS 1 : GOTO 110
100 PRINT 8205, C$ : PRINT 8205, "";
105 RETURN
110 CLS : IF H$=" " THEN PH$ = LS+DATES: GOTO 140
120 PH$=STRING$(R-8,32)+DATES
130 IF H$<>"" THEN M I D $ ( PH S , L, LEN ( H $ ) ) =H$
140 IF H D $=" Y

" OR HDS="y" THEN PR$ = LS: GOSUB 360
160 PR $ = L

$

170 IF LN>=50 THEN GOTO 330
180 FOR J=LEN(PR$) TO R

190 PR$=PR$+INPUTS(
1 ,1

)

200 IF EOF(1) THEN C LOS E : E N=1 : GOTO 280
210 IF RIGHT$(PR$,1)=CHR$(10) THEN PF=1:GOTO 270
220 IF RIGHT$(PR$,1)=CHR$(128) THEN PR$=LE F T $ ( PR $, J -1 ) : GOTO 330
230 NEXT J

240 IF MIDS(PR$,J,1 )=" » THEN 260
250 J = J - 1 : GOTO 240
260 NXS=MID$(PR$,J+1 ,R)
262 PRS=MIDS(PRS,1,J) : GOTO 280
270 PR$=LEFT$(PR$,LEN(PR$)-2)
280 IF MID$(PR$,L,3)=" " THEN 300
290 IF MID$(PR$,L,1)=" " THEN PR$=MID$ ( PRS , 2 , LE N ( PR S ) ) : GOTO 290
300 L PR I NT PR $ : LN = LN + 1 : I F EN=1 THEN 330
310 IF LS=2 THEN LPRINT: LN=LN+1
320 PR$=L$+NX$: NX$="": GOTO 170
330 FOR J1=LN TO 65: LPRINT: NEXT J1
332 PG = PG +

1

340 IF EN=1 THEN MENU
350 IF X $ <> " " THEN 360 ELSE PRINT 8160, "";: INPUT " <ENTER>=NEXT PAGE,
<N>=NONSTOP"; X$
360 CLS : LPR INT PH$ LPRINT LS;"PAGE ";PG
370 LPRINT: LPRINT: LN=4: GOTO 180

Data Management Made Quicker

This is a short program that makes renaming files auto-
matic, so you don’t have to go into BASIC yourself (see

Chapters 4 and 5 for applications). And it works both ways—
that is, it renames your working file as NOTE.DO; then the
next time you use the program it puts the names back the
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way they were originally. As written, your working file

—

which is intended to replace NOTE.DO—must be named
FILE 1.DO. If you want a different name, you’ll have to
change lines 20 and 100 of the program. (The program’s
author wishes to remain anonymous.)

1 'THIS PROGRAM IS USED WITH ' S C HE DL

'

2 * TO RENAME AND SWAP BETWEEN
3 'ALTERNATE 'NOTE. DO' FILES
4 '

10 ON ERROR GOTO 100
20 NAME " FILE 1 . DO" AS "TEMP. DO"
30 NAME "NOTE. DO" AS "FILE2.D0"
40 NAME "TEMP. DO" AS "NOTE. DO"
50 MENU
100 NAME "NOTE. DO" AS "FILE1.D0"
110 NAME "FILE2.D0" AS "NOTE. DO"
120 MENU
130 '

140 'SUBSTITUTE FILENAMES YOU LIKE FOR
150 'THE ABOVE '' FILE 1 " AND "FILE2",THEN
160 'JUST RUN "SWAP" TO EXCHANGE FILES

GRAPHX

Until you observe this graphics demonstration, you’ll
never know how beautiful the Model 100 LCD display can
look. This program generates a continuous graphics show,
which is fascinating to watch. (Anonymous author.)

Figure A.l: GRAPHXproduces on ever-changing graphics displag.
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1 'Create random symmetrical designs
10 W = 4 : D = 1 0 : K=2 : L=238: H=62
20 FOR X=1 TO 4: Z=RND(W): NEXT
30 XI=RNDC1)*W: X J =RN0 ( 1 ) *W

40 Y 1 = RN D ( 1 ) *W : YJ=RND(1)*W
50 X = RND ( 1 )*L: X1=RND(1)*L
60 Y=RND(1)*H: Y1=RND(1)*H
70 DIM AID, 4) : 1=1 : E=2: CLS
80 LINE(0,0)-CL,H>,1,B: PRINT CHRS12)
100 LINE(A<E,1),A(E,2>>-<A<E,3>,A(E,4>),0
110 LINECX,Y)-(X1,Y1>
120 LINE(L-A(E / 1),A(E,2))“CL-A(E,3) / A(E,4)),0
130 LINECL-X,Y)-<L-X1,Y1>
140 A(I,1) = X: A( I , 2 ) = Y

150 A(I,3)=X1 : A(I,4)=Y1
160 1=1 + 1: IF I> D THEN 1 = 1

170 E = E + 1 : IF E> D THEN E = 1

180 IF X+XK1 OR X + XI>L THEN XI = -1*S6N ( X I ) * C ( RND ( 1 ) * W ) +K)

190 IF X 1 + X J < 1 OR X 1 XJ >L THEN XJ=-1*SGN ( X J ) * C ( RN D ( 1 ) ) + K)

200 IF Y + YI<1 OR Y + Y I> H THEN YI=-1*SGN ( Y I ) * ( ( RND C 1 ) *H> +K)

210 IF Y 1 + Y J <1 OR Y1 +YJ >H THEN YJ=-1*SGN ( Y J ) * ( ( R ND < 1 ) * W ) +K

)

220 X = X+XI : Y=Y + YI : X1=X1+XJ: Y1 = Y1+YJ
230 GOTO 100

The Voice of the Model 100

You might be surprised to find out that the Model 100

can produce musical tones. The complete tonal range is five

octaves, which includes enough notes to compose a wide vari-

ety of musical pieces.

The following program is a sound demo that shows off

the musical scale of the Model 100. This program makes me
imagine an electronic helicopter rising in the air and landing

again. You might enjoy listening to the sound capabilities of

the Model 100 with this continuous demo—especially if you

like synthesized music. But watch out—if you listen too long,

it’ll drive you crazy. You can press M to stop the program.

(Thanks to Steve Filice.)
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10 'Sound range demo by Steve Felice
20 (Adapted)
30 CLS : PRINT : PR INT " Sound Range Demo"
40 PRINT: PRINT
50 PRINT "Press ' r

'

to run program."
60 PRINT: PRINT "Pre ss •m* to stop it.”
70 A$= INKE Y$
80 IF A$= " R” OR A $ =

"
r" THEN 110

90 IF A$= " M" OR A$ = " m" THEN MENU
100 GOTO 70
110 X=1 6383
1 20 X = X* .99
130 IF X < 183 THEN 180
140 SOUND X,3
1 50 A$=1NKEY$
160 IF A$ = "M" OR A $ = "m” THEN MENU
170 GOTO 120
180 X=X+1 00
190 IF X>1 6283 THEN 110
200 SOUND X ,

3

210 A$=INKEY$
220 IF A $= " M" OR A$ = "m" THEN MENU
230 GOTO 180
999 END

Julie Andrews, Where are You Now?

Here’s a music program that plays back “Doe, a deer, a

female deer, Re, a drop of golden sun . . . If you’d prefer to

listen to heavy metal, write your own program and send it to

me for the next edition of this book. (Thanks to Greg Su-

song.)

10 'Melody by Greg Susong (70635,1312)
20 FOR N= 1 TO 63: READ S,D
30 SOUND S, D*1 0 : NEXT: MENU
40 DATA 9394,3,8368,1,7456,3,9394,1,7456,2,9394,2,7456,3
50 DATA 0,1,8368,3,7456,1,7032,1,7032,1,7456,1,8368,1,7032,4
60 DATA 0,1.5,7456,3,7032,1,6269,3,7456,1,6269,2,7456,2,6269,3
70 DATA 0,1,7032,3,6269,1,5586,1,5586,1,6269,1,7032,1,5586,4
80 DATA 0,1,6269,3,9394,1,8368,1,7456,1,7032,1,6269,1,5586,4
90 DATA 0,1,5586,3,8368,1,7456,1,7032,1,6269,1,5586,1,4976,4
100 DATA 0,1,4976,3,7456,1,7032,1,6269,1,5586,1,4976,1,4697,3
110 DATA 0,1,4697,2,4976,1,5586,2,7032,2,4976,2,6269,2,4697,2
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Time to Wake Up!

The following program uses the built-in timekeeping
function of the Model 100. The program will request two
times (enter the hour, minute, and second, using the form
HH:MM:SS), and will sound a beeping alarm at those times.

You must leave the computer on while the program is

running, so you should use the AC adaptor if possible. If you
want to change the tone of the alarm or its duration, just
alter the numbers in line 1030.

(This and the two programs which follow are courtesy of

Doug Mosher.)

1
* Alarm clock program , Doug Mosher

2 ' Hit an y key to stop alarm
10 PRINT "The time is now " ; T I M E

$

20 INPUT "1st alarm ti m e " ; T $ < 1 >

30 INPUT "2nd alarm ti me";T$(2)
40 FOR 1 = 1 TO 2

50 CLS
60 PRINT 3120, DATES;" " ; D A Y $; " ";T1ME$
70 PRINT "Waiting for T $ ( I

)

80 IF TIM E$OT$( I) THEN 60 ELSE G0SUB 99
90 NEXT I

95 GOTO 1 0

99 'Alarm subrout i ne
100 FOR K =1 TO 20
110 IF INKEYS <> "" THEN RETURN
120 SOUND 1000,20
1 30 FOR J =1 TO 1000: NEXT J

140 NEXT K

150 RETUR N

Child’s Drawing Pad

The following program turns your Model 100 into a

sketching screen. It makes the Model 100 act like the famil-

iar
‘
*Etch-A-Sketch’’children ’s toy.

When you run this program, your pen will start out in

the upper left-hand corner of a blank screen. The lowercase

letters k, j, i, m, u, o, n, and the comma are used to control the

direction of the line the program “paints.” The dash (— ) turns
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the erase function on, and the plus sign ( + ) turns the erase

function back off. Type in an uppercase Q to leave the pro-

gram and return to the menu.

You can then run the program again to start drawing on

a clear screen.

10 'Drawing board, Doug Mosher
20 CLS
30 F L = 1

AO GOTO 60
50 IF F L = 1 THEN PSET(X,Y) ELSE PRESET
55 A $= INKEYS
60 IF A$="q" OR A$="Q" THEN MENU
70 IF A$="" THEN 55
80 IF A$=" k" THEN 200
90 IF A$=" j " THEN 300
100 IF A$=" i " THEN AOO
110 IF A$="m" THEN 500
120 IF A$="u" THEN 600
130 IF A$=" o" THEN 700
1 A0 IF A $ = " ,

" THEN 800
150 IF A$="n" THEN 900
155 'Turn erase off (Lower the pen)
160 IF A$="-" THEN FL=0
165 'Turn erase on (raise the pen)
170 IF A$=" + " OR A $ = " = " THEN FL=1
180 GOTO 50

200 'Go to the right (k)
210 IF X<239 THEN X=X+1
299 GOTO 50
300 'Go to the left (j)
310 IF X>0 THEN X=X-1
399 GOTO 50
AOO 'Go upward (i)

A 1 0 IF Y>0 THEN Y = Y-1
A99 GOTO 50
500 'Go downward (m)

510 IF Y<63 THEN Y=Y+1
599 GOTO 50
600 'Go toward upper Left corner (u)

610 IF X>0 AND Y>0 THEN X=X-1 : Y=Y-1
699 GOTO 50
700 'Go toward upper right corner (o)

710 IF X<239 AND Y>0 THEN X = X + 1 : Y = Y-1

799 GOTO 50
800 'Go toward lower right corner (,)
810 IF X<239 AND Y<63 THEN X=X+1: Y=Y+1
899 GOTO 50
900 'Go toward Lower Left corner (n)

910 IF X>0 AND Y<63 THEN X=X-1 : Y=Y+1
999 GOTO 50
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A Hearing Test

This program allows you to “test” your hearing by mea-
suring the highest tone you can hear. When the tone gets too
high, you’ll just hear a click instead of a tone. While it’s run-
ning» press H to make the tone higher, and L to make it

lower; press Q to quit. Notice that when several people lis-

ten, some (usually the younger people) can hear higher tones
than others.

Order Entry

This program is sophisticated enough to be used in busi-

ness: a salesperson away from the office can enter orders
with it.

The program asks a number of questions about the cus-
tomer, including his address, phone number, and whether or

not there is a separate billing and shipping address.

When the order is entered, you have a chance to review
the order, and delete it to start over. When you exit the pro-

gram, it automatically writes the entire order to a file named
“ORDERS.DO.”

Later, you can print out the order and/or upload the file

to another computer. The program is long, so it’ll take
patience to type it in. You must also have at least 24K of
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memory to be able to type in and run this program. The num-

ber of orders you can enter will depend upon the remaining

memory. (Thanks to Joel Kreisman.)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
250
260
265
270
395
410
20 )

41 5

•ORDER ENTRY PROGRAM
•FOR RADIO SHACK MODEL 100
•CREATED BY JOEL H. KREISMAN
•COPYRIGHT APRIL 1983

C LS : PRINT "**0RDER INPUT PROGRAM**"
PRINT " FOR R/S MODEL 100"

FOR 1 = 1 TO 500 : NE XT I

CLS
OPEN FILE 'ORDERS. DO'

CLEAR 1000
OPEN "RAM:ORDERS. DO" FOR APPEND AS 1

DIM V ( 50 )

DIM ASC30) /
B(5),C$C30),DS(30),ES(20),F$C2),G$C5),RS(50,2),Z$(8>,NSC

DIM AA$(30) / C(5) /
CAS(30),DA$C30),EA$(20),FA$(2),GA$(5) / SH$(15)/TAS<

15),SIS(250),80S(3),POSC15),PNSC13),CR$(20)
420 INPUT "ENTER DATE ( MM/ D D / Y Y

)
" ; Z

$

425 IF ZS="" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E QU 1 R E D" : GOT O 420

430 LINE INPUT "YOUR N AME :

" ; NS : I F NS="" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO

REQUIRED" :GOTO 430
432 LINE INPUT "TYPE ACCT.: ";TA$

IF T AS = " " THEN PRINT "THIS INFO RE QU IRE D" : GOTO 432

IF LENCNS)>20 THEN PRINT "ABBREVIATE TO 20 LETTERS OR LESS":GOTO
433
434
430
435
436
437
438
439
440
445
440
450
452
453
460
470

INPUT " P . 0 . ; POS
INPUT "CANCEL BACK 0RDERS:Y OR N";BO$
LINE INPUT "SHIP VIA: ";SH$
IF SH$=" " THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E QU I R E D" : GOT 0 437
CLS
LINE INPUT "STORE NAME: ";AS
IF LEN C AS) >30 THEN PRINT "ABBREVIATE TO 30 LETTERS OR LESS" : GOTO

IF AS="" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO REQUIRED" : 60T0 440
INPUT "PHONE # ' XXX-YYY-ZZZZ ' ";PN$
IF PNS = "" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO REQU IRE D" : GOTO 452
INPUT "CUST ACCT #CIF UNK HIT ENTER)";BS
IF LE N ( B$) >5 THEN PRINT "ACCT CANNOT BE GREATER THAN 5

DIGITS ." :PRINT "PLEASE R E E NTE R
" : GOTO 460

480 LINE INPUT "ADDRESS1 : ";C$
IF CS="" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E QU I R E D" : GOTO 480
IF LEN(C$)>30 THEN PRINT "ABBREVIATE TO 30 CHARS OR LESS":GOTO 480

LINE INPUT "ADDRESS2 CHIT ENTER IF BLANK): ";D$
IF LEN(D$)>30 THEN PRINT "ABBREVIATE TO 30 CHARS OR LESS":GOTO 500
INPUT "CITY";E$
IF LEN(E$)>20 THEN PRINT "ABBREVIATE TO 20 LETTERS OR LESS":GOTO

490
495
500
505
510
520
510
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
591
592
593
594
595

IF ES="" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E QU I R E D" : GOT 0 510

INPUT " STATE ";F$
IF LENC F$)<>2 THEN PRINT "PLEASE REENTER USING 2 LE TT E R S" : GOT 0 540

IF FS="" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E QU I R E D" : GO TO 540
INPUT "ZIP C0DE";G$
IF LENCGS) <>5 THEN PRINT "PLEASE ENTER 5-DIGIT ZIP CODE"
IF G$= THEN PRINT "THIS INFO RE QU I R E

D
" : GOTO 570

CLS : INPUT "IS THERE A SEPARATE SHIP TOCY OR N)";STS
IF S T $ = " " THEN PRINT "THIS INFO RE QU I R E D" : GOTO 591

IF LEFT$(ST$ / 1)
= "Y" THEN 60S UB 2500

LINE INPUT "CONTACT REFCHIT ENTER IF NONE): ";CRS
LINE INPUT "SPECIAL I N S T R UC T 10 NS ( F RE E FORM;HIT ENTER IF

"
; s i s

596 CLS : PR INT

: GOTO 570

NONE )

"ENTER PRODUCT CODE":PRINT "AND QUANTITY AS PROMPTED."
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597 PRINT "WHEN YOU HAVE ENTERED ALL OF THEM,"
598 PRINT "TYPE IN A CAPITAL ’D’ FOR BOTH"
599 PRINT "PRODUCT CODE AND QUANTITY."
600 V = 1

O01 INPUT "PRODUCT C0DE";R$(V,1)
602 INPUT " QUANTITY ";R$(V, 2)
603 IF R$(V,2)="D" THEN GOTO 1995 ’ASK IF ORDER CORRECT
604 IF LEN(RS(V,1))<>4 THEN PRINT "PLEASE ENTER 4-DIGIT BOOK ENTRY
CODE" : GOTO 601
605 V = V + 1 : GOTO 601
61 1 PRINT #1
612 PRINT #1,""
613 PRINT #1," ****************************************

M

614 PRINT #1 : PRINT #1,""
615 PRINT S 1,"DATE ORDER: ";Z$
620 PRINT #1," SALES REP: " ; N$
625 PRINT #1 ,"P.O.S";PO$
630 PRINT #1 , "BACKORDER? ";80$
635 PRINT #1 TYPE ACCOUNT: ";TA$
640 PRINT #1, "SHIPPING METHOD: ";SH$
645 PRINT #1 ,""

650 PRINT SI, "BILL TO INFO:”
655 PRINT #1 ,AS
660 PRINT #1 ," CUST ACCT S "

; B $
670 PRINT S1,C$
672 PRINT S 1 , D$
674 PRINT S1,ES,F$;" "GS
675 PRINT
676 PRINT #1, "PHONE S: "PN$
680 PRINT SI ,""

685 PRINT #1, "CONTACT REF: ";CR$
690 PRINT #1, "SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS:"
695 PRINT #1 ,SI$
700 PRINT SI,""
702 IF LEFT$(ST$,1)="N" THEN PRINT #1 "NO SHIP TO" : GOTO 722
705 PRINT SI, "SHIP TO INFO:"
710 PRINT SI ,AA$
716 PRINT SI, "SHIP TO CS";CS$
71 7 PRINT SI , CAS
718 PRINT SI , DAS
719 PRINT S1,EAS,FAS;" "GAS
722 PRINT SI,""
724 PRINT SI, "PRODUCT CODE QUANTITY"
728 FOR 1 = 1 TO V

730 PRINT S1,R$CI,1>;" ";R$CI,2>
810 INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER ORDER";QS$
820 IF LEFT$(QS$,1 ) = "Y" THEN GOTO 440
830 IF LEFT$(QS$,1)="N" THEN CLOSE 1-.MENU
835 IF QS $="" THEN PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER Y OR N":GOTO 810
840 IF ASC(QS$)<>78 OR 89 THEN PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER Y OR N" : GOTO 810
1995 CLS
1996 PRINT "DO YOU WISH TO REVIEW THE ORDER"
1997 INPUT "JUST ENTERED TO SEE IF IT IS CORRECT"; OCS
1998 IF 0 C $ = " Y" THEN GOSUB 2900
2000 PRINT "YOU NOW HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY"
2010 PRINT "TO RE-DO THE ORDER JUST ENTERED"
2020 PRINT "IF YOU MADE A MISTAKE."
2021 PRINT
2025 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
2026 QZ$=INKEY$
2027 IF QZ $= "

" THEN GOTO 2026
2028 CLS
2030 PRINT "IF YOU ANSWER YES TO THE FOLLOWING"
2040 PRINT "QUESTION, THE ORDER JUST ENTERED"
2050 PRINT "WILL BE ERASED AND YOU WILL HAVE"
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2060 PRINT "TO RE-INPUT IT."
2062 PRINT
2065 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
2066 FFS=INKEY$
2067 IF FF$ = "" THEN GOTO 2066
2070 CLS
2080 INPUT "DO YOU WISH TO REDO THE LAST ORDER";YN$
2090 IF LEFT$(YN$,1 )="Y" THEN GOTO 440
21 00 IF LEFT$(YN$,1)="N" THEN GOTO 611
2110 IF ASC(YNS)<>78 OR 89 THEN PRINT "PLEASE ENTER Y OK N "

: GOTO 2U8U
2500 •SHIP TO SUBROUTINE
2510 CLS :LINE INPUT "SHIP TO STORE NAME: ";AA$
2520 IF AA$="" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E OU I R E D"

: GO T

0

2510
2530 INPUT "SHIP TO ACCT 0 ( ENTER IF BLANK)";CS$
2540 LINE INPUT "SHIP TO ADDRESS1: ";CA$
2550 IF C A$= " ” THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E Q U 1 R E D " : GO T

0

2 54 U
2560 LINE INPUT "SHIP TO A D D R E S S 2 : ( E N T E R IF BLANK) "

; DAS
2570 INPUT "SHIP TO CITY";EA$
2580 IF E A $= "

" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E U U 1 R E D " : GO T

0

2 5 70
2590 INPUT "SHIP TO STATE"; FAS
2600 IF F A $= " ” THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E QU 1 R E D

" : GO T

0

2 59U
2610 IF LEN(FA$)<>2 THEN PRINT "PLEASE ENTER 2-LETTER
ABBREVIATION" :G0T0 2590
2620 INPUT "SHIP TO ZIP CODE";GAS
2630 IF G A $ = "" THEN PRINT "THIS INFO R E UU 1 R E D" : GO T

0

2620
2640 IF LEN(GA$)<>5 THEN PRINT "PLEASE ENTER 5-DIGIT ZIP": GOTO 2620
2645 CLS
2650 INPUT "DO YOU NEED TO RE-00 SHIP TO INFO";RD$
2660 IF LEFT$(RD$,1)="Y" THEN GOTO 25UU
2670 IF LEFT$CRD$,1)="N" THEN RETURN
2680 IF R D $= "

" THEN PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER Y OR N":GOTO 265U
2690 IF ASC ( RDS) 078 OR 89 THEN PRINT "PLEASE ANSWER Y OR N" : GOTO 2650
2900 PRINT "PRESS CTRL AND S KEY TO STOP"
2905 PRINT "AND START DISPLAY OF ORDER.”
2910 PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE"
2920 X$=INKEY$
2930 IF X$="" THEN GOTO 2920
3000 PRINT ""

3005 PRINT "P.O. #";P0$
3010 PRINT "CANCEL 8.0.?";B0$
3020 PRINT "TYPE ACCT: ";TA$
3030 PRINT "SHIP VIA: " SH$
3040 PRINT "CUST ACCT It"; B$
3045 FOR 1 = 1 TO 1 000 : NE XT I

3050 PRINT AS
3060 PRINT C$
3070 PRINT D S

3080 FOR 1 = 1 TO 1 000 : NE XT I

3120 PRINT "PHONE It: ";PN$
3130 PRINT "CONTACT REF: ";CR$
3140 PRINT "SPEC INSTRUCT: ";SI$
31 50 PRINT ""

3155 FOR 1 = 1 TO 1 000 : NE XT I

3160 IF LEFTSCSTS / 1)="N" THEN PRINT "NO SHIP TO" : GOTO 3220
3165 PRINT "SHIP TO INFO:"
3170 PRINT A AS
3180 PRINT CSS
3190 PRINT CAS
3200 PRINT DAS
3210 PRINT EA$,FA$;" "GAS
3215 FOR 1 = 1 TO 1 000 : NE XT I

3220 PRINT ""

3230 PRINT "PRODUCT CODE QUANTITY"
3235 FOR 1=1 TO V

3240 PRINT RS(I,1);" ,, RSU / 2)
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3250 NEXT X

3252 FOR X=1 TO 1000:NEXT X

3255 CLS
3260 RETURN

no



With an information utility, you can experience expand-

ing beyond yourself into the larger world via phone lines.

Now this might sound airy-fairy. But I’m not kidding. It’s a
feeling I get when I’m on-line. And conversely, when I press

F8 (Bye) and disconnect, I feel a kind of “swoosh” as my
world shrinks back.

With CompuServe’s CB Simulation, that feeling of being
out there in the world is heightened. You're actually commu-
nicating with real people, in realtime, as computer people say.

Here is a step by step guide for logging on to CB Simula-

tion for the first time. I’ll follow it with a transcript of one
conversation to show you what it can be like when you are on
the network.

1 . Enter TELCOM.

2 . Auto-dial CompuServe.

3 . When you get the first prompt, type in GO CB. After a

moment, you’ll lie in CB Simulation, presented with this

menu:

CITIZENS BAND SIMULATOR
1 INSTRUCTIONS
2 CB ETIQUETTE

3 CB BAND A (MAINFRAME A)

4 CB BAND B (MAINFRAME B)

5 CBIG SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP
6 CB SOCIETY: CUPCAKE’S COLUMN
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4 . At this point, if you’re new, choose option 1. Or you can

dive right in and choose option 3 or 4. If you choose one of

these, you’ll go right into the CB Simulator—in which case

CompuServe will ask for your handle—CB jargon for the

name you want to be called. Make up a good one. I’ve been

MOJO, BUNZA, and IGABOO at various times.

5 . CompuServe will display available channels—there are a

total of 36 available on each band—and ask you to choose

one. Some channels will have more than a dozen users on

them. Some may have only two, or even one user just wait-

ing for somebody to show up. Do you want to walk into a

crowded party or engage in an intimate conversation?

When you’re first getting started, I advise the latter. For

one thing, you’ll have an easier time getting a word in.

To select a channel, hit the number and press ENTER.

6. You’ll immediately see the last line of conversation on the

screen, it looks like this:

(5A, BRUISER) HOT NIGHT IN DALLAS TONIGHT.

Inside the parentheses are the channel number and the

user’s handle. Wait awhile and read a few lines to see

what’s going on.

7 . When you ’re ready, just type anything you want to say. Your

words will appear on your screen. The other users will see

your handle in parentheses before them. If someone else

starts talking in the middle of your line, your words will be

split around the other comment. It looks like this:

(5A, BRUISER) GOT ANY GOOD JOKES TONIGHT?
(5A, BABYFACE) ALL THE GOOD JOKES ARE IN THE
NEWSPAPER THESE DAYS. DON’T YOU THINK SO?
HI EVERYB(5A, BRUISER) YEAH, I GUESS SO. I DON’T
EVEN READ THE PAPER ANY MORE. ODY, COMIN’ AT YOU
FROM DOWNTOWN SAN RAFAEL, CALIF!
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Don’t worry, it won’t look that way to the other users. Just

keep typing, and when you’re done, hit ENTER. You are

limited to two lines, so you’ll learn how to make your com-

ments crisp.

8. Wait to get acknowledged. That’s the first CB thrill—when

another user actually says something to you by name. And

that other user may be from Beaumont, Texas, or Boston,

Massachusetts.

9. When you want to switch channels, first type /STA and

you’ll see all channels in use listed with the number of

users on each one. Your current channel will be marked

with a # sign. To select a new channel, type /TUN followed

by a space and the new channel number, then press

ENTER.

10.

To leave CB Simulation, type /EXI and ENTER.

The following is an edited transcript of part of an actual

CB Simulation conversation I had one Saturday morning.

That morning my handle was BUNZA. As you’ll notice, a lot

of comments don’t seem to make sense—that’s because

they’re comments from several different conversations

interwoven across the screen. In my case, I was just lurking

for awhile—not saying anything while reading what others

were saying. Normally you can get away with lurking. But

CompuServe provides a way of scanning the users on every

channel, and this morning I was found out by COSI.
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<21, COSH BUNZA BE SOCIAL
<21, DARIA DANAE) J U M PE R==>OUT S I DE OF BOSTON, ACTUALLY
WELL ALL RIGHT, COSI I'M JUST WAKIN UP
<21 ,**STUMP JUMPER**) do YOU RUN??
<21, DARIA DANAE) GREETINGS, BUNZA!
HI. DARIA.
<21, DARIA DANAE) J UM PE R==>0NL Y WHEN CHASED! <CHUCKLE>
(21, SPHENOID) HI, BUN
<21, SILVER BULLET) HI, BUNZA
I'M LAYIN OFF COFFEE THIS MORN
(cl, C OS I ) HOW ARE YOU?
<21 , **S TUMP JUMPER**) WELL, LET ME CHASE YOU!!!
<21, SPHENOID) HEY, SILVER, I SAW YOU ON 3 EARLIER.

DANCING
1 * DANAE) JUMPER==>HAH AHAHAHA! I PREFER

(21,**STUMP JUMPER**) WHY BUNZA?
<21, SILVER BULLET) I KNOW
BEEN DRINKIN LOTS

.

LOST ITS EFFECT.
(21, DARIA DANAE) J UMPER==>IMPROVI SATIONAL

.

(21,**STUMP JUMPER**) DARIA, I DATED A PROFESSIONAL
DANCER AND LOVED IT! !

!

<21, COSI) STILL HERE
(21, DARIA DANAE) J UM PE R==>Y E S, DANCERS DO TEND TO BE
NICE PEOPLE!
<GR IN>
<21, COSI) SOMEONE TALK TO ME
(21, DARIA DANAE) COSI==>GOOD!
HI cosl * UH WELL UM
T7l, DARIA DANAE) SFh E NO I D = = > W H A T DO YOU DO FOR WORK’
(21, COSI) HI BUNZA
(21, SPHENOID) X-RAY TECH
(21, DARIA DANAE) S PHENO I D==>W I L D

!

(21 , SPHENOID) JUST GOT OFF WORK!
I JUST GOT UP THIS MORNING
<21, DARIA DANAE) S PH ENO I D==>00000

! LONG SHIFT’ WHERE
YOU FROM?
(21, SPHENOID) SYRACUSE, NY
(21, SILVER BULLET) BETTER THAN NOT GETTING UP
COSI, WHER E YOU FROM?
(21, COSI) COLUMBUS, OHIO
HE* I 'M IN SAN RAFAEL, CALIF.
(21, COSI) BUNZA FEMALE/MALE/OTHER?
ME MALE , COSI
T?1, SILVER BULLET) HEHEHEHEHE
(21, SPHENOID) WHERE’S ETHMOID?
(21, COSI) ME FEMALE
(21, SPHENOID) HAHAHAHA
(21, COSI) WANT TO GO OUT?
<21, SILVER BULLET) OOOOOOOOO!
(21 ,**GORKS PAL**) HEY SPHENOID!
(21, SPHENOID) WILD!!! <CHUCKLE>
<21, SPHENOID) HEY GORK
SURE COSI, WHAT YOU HAVE I_N MIND?
(21, SILVER BULLET) I'M GOING TO ANOTHER CHANNEL
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Do you want to experience the telecommunications revo-

lution tonight? Send someone an electronic letter on Compu-

Serve. (Or better yet, have someone send you one.) It’s faster

than the postal service. It's cheaper than a long distance

phone call. It’s a great way to send and receive messages

while you’re traveling. And it’s fun.

There’s more than one way to send e-mail on Compu-

Serve. I’m going to tell you the easiest, least expensive way.

It’s easy because you compose your letter on the Model 100,

using TEXT, instead of trying to fathom CompuServe’s

“Filge” text editing program. It’s cheaper because you do

your writing before going on-line, then just upload a file into

CompuServe and do some manipulation from there.

First, write your letter using TEXT. Remember the

filename. Then log on to CompuServe and follow these steps.

1 . From any ! prompt, type GO PCS-71 and press ENTER.

You’ll see an “OK” appear on the screen.

2 . Type R FILGE and press ENTER.

You’ll see an asterisk on the left side of the screen.

3 . Type in a filename for storing your letter in CompuServe’s

memory. It doesn’t have to be the same name as your file in

the Model 100. Then press ENTER. Let’s suppose you type

in LETTER as your filename.

CompuServe will tell you “NEW FILE LETTER CREATED

-

READY.”

4 . Press F3 (Up) to upload your file.

The Model 100 will display “File to upload?”
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Type in the name of the file in the Model 100, including the
.DO extension. Press ENTER.
The Model 100 will display “Width:”

Type in a figure to set the maximum width of each line of
your transmitted letter, it must be less than 79 to work with
CompuServe. If you’re sending to a fellow Model 100
owner, use 40 or less. Then press ENTER.
On your screen the Up label above F3 will reverse. Your let-

ter will scroll across the screen. Then the Up will return to

normal when the uploading is complete.

Type /EX and ENTER.
There will be a pause, then “OK” will appear.

Type R EMAIL and ENTER.
There’s another pause as you’re taken to the “ELEC-
TRONIC MAIL MAIN MENU,” which gives you two choices:

1 READ MAIL
2 COMPOSE AND SEND MAIL

Select option 2 and press ENTER.
You will then get another menu:

CREATE A NEW MESSAGE IN YOUR
TEMPORARY WORKSPACE USING:
1 FILGE EDITOR
2 ICS EDITOR
3 FILE FROM DISK SPACE
EDIT MESSAGE IN WORKSPACE USING:
4 FILGE EDITOR
5 ICS EDITOR
6 SEND MESSAGE FROM WORKSPACE
7 INFORMATION ON FILGE

8 INFORMATION ON ICS

Select option 3, “FILE FROM DISKSPACE.” (That is, you’re



E-Mail on CompuServe

choosing to create a new message using file from disk-

space.) Press ENTER.

This message appears:

NAME THE INPUT FILE, ? FOR HELP,

OR < ENTER> TO QUIT
•

1 1 . Type in the name of your CompuServe file, in this case

LETTER. Press ENTER.
Then wait a few seconds. The screen will display:

WORKSPACE LOADED FROM DSK:LETTER

12. Press ENTER.

The second electronic mail menu returns to the screen.

1 3. Select option 6 this time, “SEND MESSAGE FROM WORK-
SPACE.” Press ENTER.
This message appears:

SEND TO USER I.D.

14.

Type in the user I.D. number of the person who’s going to

get your letter. (You might send it to yourself the first time,

just to see if it works.) Press ENTER.

This message appears:

SUBJECT (32 CHARACTERS MAX)

1

5.

Type in the subject, then press ENTER.

This message appears:

YOUR NAME (32 CHARACTERS MAX)
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1 6. Type in your name, then press ENTER.
This message appears:

IS THIS CORRECT? (Y/N)

1 7 . Type Y, then press ENTER.
There’s a pause, and then CompuServe tells you:

MESSAGE AWAITING DELIVERY

That’s it. You’ve just sent an electronic letter.

IIS
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POPULAR SERIES

FAMILY COMPUTERS UNDER $200
by Doug Mosher 160 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-149
Buyer’s guide to the low-cost home computers. Explains what they do, how to
buy one, how to set it up. Includes comparison charts.

PORTABLE COMPUTERS
by Sheldon Crop and Doug Mosher 128 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-144
Buyer’s guide to portable business computers, with descriptions of how busi-
ness people actually use them. Includes comparison charts.

OVERCOMING COMPUTER FEAR
By Jeff Berner 112 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-145

Separates the myths from the realities. Explains how to overcome your con-
cerns and use computers for personal power and professional mobility.

THE RADIO SHACK NOTEBOOK COMPUTER
by Orson Kellogg 144 pp., illustr.. Ref. 0-150
Describes this revolutionary new lap-sized portable computer-what it can do
and how to use it for business and personal convenience.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS
DON’T (or How to Care for Your Computer)
by Rodnay Zaks 214 pp., 100 illustr., Ref. 0-065
The correct way to handle and care for all elements of a computer sys-
tem, including what to do when something doesn’t work.

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER
by Rodnay Zaks 258 pp., 150 illustr., Ref. 0-045
The most popular introduction to small computers and their peripherals:
what they do and how to buy one.

INTERNATIONAL MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY
120 pp., Ref. 0-067

All the definitions and acronyms of microcomputer jargon defined in a
handy pocket-size edition. Includes translations of the most popular
terms into ten languages.

FROM CHIPS TO SYSTEMS:
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
by Rodnay Zaks 552 pp., 400 illustr., Ref. 0-063
A simple and comprehensive introduction to microprocessors from both
a hardware and software standpoint: what they are, how they operatehow to assemble them into a complete system.



FOR YOUR APPLE

THE EASY GUIDE TO YOUR APPLE II®

by Joseph Kascmer 160 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-0122

A friendly introduction to using the Apple II, II plus, and the new He.

BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE APPLE®
by J. P. Lamoitier 250 pp., 90 illustr., Ref. 0-084

Teaches Apple BASIC through actual practice, using graduated exer-

cises drawn from everyday applications.

APPLE II® BASIC HANDBOOK
by Douglas Hergert, 144 pp., Ref. 0-115

A complete listing with descriptions and instructive examples of each of

the Apple II BASIC keywords and functions. A handy reference guide,

organized like a dictionary.

APPLE II® BASIC PROGRAMS IN MINUTES
by Stanley R. Trost 150 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-121

A collection of ready-to-run programs for financial calculations, invest-

ment analysis, record keeping, and many more home and office applica-

tions. These programs can be entered on your Apple II plus or He in

minutes!

YOUR FIRST APPLE II® PROGRAM
by Rodnay Zaks 150 pp. illustr.. Ref. 0-136

A fully illustrated, easy-to-use introduction to APPLE BASIC program-

ming. Will have the reader programming in a matter of hours.

THE APPLE CONNECTION
by James W. Coffron 264 pp., 120 illustr., Ref. 0-085

Teaches elementary interfacing and BASIC programming of the Apple

for connection to external devices and household appliances.

FOR YOUR ATARI

THE EASY GUIDE TO YOUR ATARI 400/800®

by Joseph Kascmer 160 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-125

A friendly introduction to using the ATARI 400 and 800.

YOUR FIRST ATARI® PROGRAM
by Rodnay Zaks 150 pp. illustr., Ref. 0-130

A fully illustrated, easy-to-use introduction to ATARI BASIC program-

ming. Will have the reader programming in a matter of hours.

BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE ATARI®
by J.P. Lamoitier 251 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-101

Teaches ATARI BASIC through actual practice using graduated exer-

cises drawn from everyday applications.



FOR YOUR IBM PC

THE ABC’S OF THE IBM® PC
by Joan Lasselle and Carol Ramsay 100 pp., illustr.. Ref. 0-102

This is the book that will take you through the first crucial steps in learn-

ing to use the IBM PC.

THE BEST OF IBM® PC SOFTWARE
by Stanley R. Trost 144 pp., illustr.. Ref. 0-104

Separates the wheat from the chaff in the world of IBM PC software.

Tells you what to expect from the best available IBM PC programs.

IBM® PC DOS HANDBOOK
by Richard King 144 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-103

Explains the PC disk operating system, giving the user better control over

the system. Get the most out of your PC by adapting its capabilities to

your specific needs.

BUSINESS GRAPHICS FOR THE IBM® PC
by Nelson Ford 200 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-124

Ready-to-run programs for creating line graphs, complex illustrative

multiple bar graphs, picture graphs, and more. An ideal way to use your

PC’s business capabilities!

THE IBM® PC CONNECTION
by James W. Coffron 200 pp., illustr.. Ref. 0-127

Teaches elementary interfacing and BASIC programming of the IBM PC
for connection to external devices and household appliances.

BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE IBM® PERSONAL
COMPUTER
by J.P. Lamoitier 252 pp., 90 illustr., Ref. 0-088

Teaches IBM BASIC through actual practice, using graduated exercises

drawn from everyday applications.

USEFUL BASIC PROGRAMS FOR THE IBM® PC
by Stanley R. Trost 144 pp.. Ref. O-lll

This collection of programs takes full advantage of the interactive capa-
bilities of your IBM Personal Computer. Financial calculations, invest-

ment analysis, record keeping, and math practice—made easier on your
IBM PC.

FOR YOUR TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000/ZX81

YOUR TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000™ AND ZX81™
by Douglas Hergert 159 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-099

This book explains the set-up, operation, and capabilities of the Timex/
Sinclair 1000 and ZX81. Includes how to interface peripheral devices,
and introduces BASIC programming.



THE TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000™ BASIC HANDBOOK
by Douglas Hergert 170 pp., illustr. Ref. 0-113

A complete alphabetical listing with explanations and examples of each
word in the T/S 1000 BASIC vocabulary; will allow you quick, error free

programming of your T/S 1000.

TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000™ BASIC PROGRAMS IN
MINUTES
by Stanley R. Trost 150 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-119

A collection of ready-to-run programs for financial calculations, invest-

ment analysis, record keeping, and many more home and office applica-

tions. These programs can be entered on your T/S 1000 in minutes!

MORE USES FOR YOUR TIMEX/SINCLAIR 1000™:
Astronomy On Your Computer
by Eric Burgess 176 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-112

Ready-to-run programs that turn your TV into a planetarium.

FOR YOUR TRS-80

YOUR COLOR COMPUTER
by Doug Mosher 350 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-097

Patience and humor guide the reader through purchasing, setting up,

programming, and using the Radio Shack TRS-80/TDP Series 100 Color

Computer. A complete introduction.

THE FOOLPROOF GUIDE TO SCRIPSIT™
WORD PROCESSING
by Jeff Berner 225 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-098

Everything you need to know about SCRIPSIT—from starting out, to

mastering document editing. This user-friendly guide is written in plain

English, with a touch of wit.

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER POWER FOR YOUR LAW OFFICE
by Daniel Reiner 225 pp., Ref. 0-109

How to use computers to reach peak productivity in your law office, sim-

ply and inexpensively.

GETTING RESULTS WITH WORD PROCESSING
by Martin Dean & William E. Harding 250 pp., Ref. 0-118

How to get the most out of your SELECT word processing program.

INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING
by Hal Glatzer 205 pp., 140 illustr., Ref. 0-076

Explains in plain language what a word processor can do, how it

improves productivity, how to use a word processor and how to buy one
wisely.



INTRODUCTION TO WORDSTAR™
by Arthur Naiman 202 pp., 30 illustr.. Ref. 0-077

Makes it easy to learn how to use WordStar, a powerful word processing

program for personal computers.

PRACTICAL WORDSTAR™ USES
by Julie Anne Area 200 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-107

Pick your most time-consuming office tasks and this book will show you
how to streamline them with WordStar.

MASTERING VISICALC®
by Douglas Hergert 217 pp., 140 illustr., Ref. 0-090

Explains how to use the VisiCalc “electronic spreadsheet” functions and

provides examples of each. Makes using this powerful program simple.

DOING BUSINESS WITH VISICALC®
by Stanley R. Trost 260 pp., Ref. 0-086

Presents accounting and management planning applications—from
financial statements to master budgets; from pricing models to invest-

ment strategies.

DOING BUSINESS WITH SUPERCALC™
by Stanley R. Trost 248 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-095

Presents accounting and management planning applications—from
financial statements to master budgets; from pricing models to invest-

ment strategies.

VISICALC® FOR SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
by Stanley R. Trost & Charles Pomernacki 225 pp., illustr., Ref. 0-096

More than 50 programs for solving technical problems in the science and
engineering fields. Applications range from math and statistics to electri-

cal and electronic engineering.

BASIC

YOUR FIRST BASIC PROGRAM
by Rodnay Zaks 150pp. illustr. in color, Ref. 0-129

A “how-to-program” book for the first time computer user, aged 8 to 88.

FIFTY BASIC EXERCISES
by J. P. Lamoitier 232 pp., 90 illustr., Ref. 0-056

Teaches BASIC by actual practice, using graduated exercises drawn
from everyday applications. All programs written in Microsoft BASIC.

INSIDE BASIC GAMES
by Richard Mateosian 348 pp., 120 illustr., Ref. 0-055

Teaches interactive BASIC programming through games. Games are

written in Microsoft BASIC and can run on the TRS-80, Apple II and
PET/CBM.



BASIC FOR BUSINESS
by Douglas Hergert 224 pp., 15 illustr., Ref. 0-080

A logically organized, no-nonsense introduction to BASIC programming
for business applications. Includes many fully-explained accounting pro-
grams, and shows you how to write them.

EXECUTIVE PLANNING WITH BASIC
by X. T. Bui 196 pp., 19 illustr.. Ref. 0-083

An important collection of business management decision models in

BASIC, including Inventory Management (EOQ), Critical Path Analysis
and PERT, Financial Ratio Analysis, Portfolio Management, and much
more.

BASIC PROGRAMS FOR SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS
by Alan R. Miller 318 pp., 120 illustr., Ref. 0-073

This book from the “Programs for Scientists and Engineers” series pro-

vides a library of problem-solving programs while developing profi-

ciency in BASIC.

CELESTIAL BASIC
by Eric Burgess 300 pp., 65 illustr., Ref. 0-087

A collection of BASIC programs that rapidly complete the chores of typi-

cal astronomical computations. It’s like having a planetarium in your
own home! Displays apparent movement of stars, planets and meteor
showers.

PASCAL

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL (Including UCSD
Pascal™)
by Rodnay Zaks 420 pp., 130 illustr., Ref. 0-066

A step-by-step introduction for anyone wanting to learn the Pascal lan-

guage. Describes UCSD and Standard Pascals. No technical background
is assumed.

THE PASCAL HANDBOOK
by Jacques Tiberghien 486 pp., 270 illustr., Ref. 0-053

A dictionary of the Pascal language, defining every reserved word, oper-

ator, procedure and function found in all major versions of Pascal.

APPLE® PASCAL GAMES
by Douglas Hergert and Joseph T. Kalash 372 pp., 40 illustr., Ref. 0-074

A collection of the most popular computer games in Pascal, challenging

the reader not only to play but to investigate how games are implemented
on the computer.

INTRODUCTION TO THE UCSD p-SYSTEM™
by Charles W. Grant and Jon Butah 300 pp., 10 illustr., Ref. 0-061

A simple, clear introduction to the UCSD Pascal Operating System; for

beginners through experienced programmers.
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•Dial phone numbers automatically
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